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Our shaky isles are getting shakier,
and either GNS have fallen into the trap
of believing their own PR, or
they don’t know why it’s happening
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May you live in interesting times

A

s ancient Asian philosopher
Confucius noted, the vicissitudes
of fate and history can be the
shadow under which all of us live. Most of
the time we go about our daily lives as if
nothing unusual will happen, and for the
most part at an individual level that’s true:
things happen, but mostly to “someone
else”, “over there”. They’re the sort of things
we read about in headlines or watch from
the comfort of our sofas as well-dressed
and calm anchors intone the daily news.
It is more than a little surreal to watch
Japanese news anchors suddenly donning
gas masks and hard hats to deliver the news
bulletin; a hint perhaps that normality has
been interrupted.
New Zealand scientists at GNS, perhaps
to play down public fears, have published
a graph on their website suggesting there’s
been no increase in earthquake activity in
New Zealand over the past fifty years – this
is all just “routine”.
I would have believed them, until another
scientist contacted HIS to say he’d taken
the trouble of downloading the raw data
from GNS rather than relying on the pretty
graph, and he’s found the number of large
earthquakes (greater than magnitude 4)
each year in New Zealand has actually
doubled since the 1960s, and is trending
upward. Our shaky isles are getting shakier,
and either GNS have fallen into the trap of
believing their own PR, or they don’t know
why it’s happening.
A few days after we got that heads up
about New Zealand, the US Geological Survey published data suggesting global earth-

quake activity has jumped far in excess of
200% in recent years.
Why? We don’t know.
About a week before the Japanese tsunami Heidi woke in the night to tell me of
a vivid dream. We were in a three storey
house overlooking a city with a sea in the
distance. Suddenly, she said, “the sea rose
up, only it wasn’t like a wave, it was like this
big wall of water, and it didn’t break like a
wave, it just kept growing...is that a tsunami?” she asked.
I explained yes, but apart from some
footage taken from a hotel balcony in Thailand that no one had ever really filmed one,
so we don’t have a lot to go on.
“The water just kept coming in, in my
dream,” she continued. “I thought all of us
in the house would be safe but suddenly I
could see this wall approaching and I knew
the house was going to be washed away.”
It was such a terrible dream, she told
me, that she woke instantly just to check
it wasn’t happening. So unsettling was it
that we had to find a computer animation
online of how tsunamis develop, so Heidi
could get a better understanding of the
mechanics.
So imagine her shock to see the Japanese
live video broadcast just a few days later.
It’s the first time the entire world has seen a
tsunami unleashed in real time. Not one of
us is unaffected by it in some way.
We’d like to thank key advertisers this
issue for supporting the special tsunami
and earthquake edition of HIS/HERS –
you’ve chosen to remain nameless but your
assistance has been important.
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SUPERSTORM 1
Greatly enjoyed Investigate HIS/HERS this
month. Thanks. Reasonably good marketing too.
Abstract question though:
Re-Super Storm argument (right or
wrong): “How” (philosophically) do you
see science (good or bad/ aka consensus
or non-consensus) legitimising it’s point
on this view when, paradoxically, science’s
reputation, ironically, is in disrepute due to
the dereliction of the GW scam.
Genuine question.
Paul McClean
EDITOR: Superstorm story raises interesting
and valid questions, both from yourself and the
correspondent who follows. To some extent,
science is in a state of flux, and many things are
postulated as “certainties” or close to it which,
in the end, have more to do with jockeying for
funding than a genuine belief in the scare story.
I’ve rechecked the Superstorm story and
certain baseline facts are inarguable, that the
magnetic pole appears to have picked up pace
in its movements, and that there are scientific
papers linking the magnetic field to climate.
Beyond that, there’s a large amount of speculation as to degree of significance which provokes
interesting discussions – one of the reasons we
ran the story.
Hindsight took me back to this paragraph,
published before the latest international tragedy:
“So, the start of a new Ice Age is marked by
a magnetic pole reversal, increased volcanic
activity, larger and more frequent earthquakes,
tsunamis, colder winters etc”.
Solar scientists, quite independently of Terrence Aym’s article, have speculated recently
that we could be going into a cold spell because
of a big decrease in solar activity in the last few

years. Could it tip us into a mini Ice-Age? Who
knows?
Given what I’ve just revealed in the Editorial
about the increase in earthquakes around the
world, I’m not going to suppress alternate points
of view. I think we are all better informed for
reading them and debating the points.

SUPERSTORM 2
I was very interested to read the article by
Terrence Aym in the March edition. To date
the articles I’ve read in Investigate appear
to have been well researched and factual,
so reading this gave me pause for thought
and some real concern. However it took very
little research to come up with what (at least
on the surface) appears to be a much more
balanced and scientific view. Perhaps readers who are concerned about this as I am
might care to check out this site :
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/
badastronomy/2011/02/09/no-a-pole-shiftwont-cause-global-superstorms/
Frankly I am less than impressed to
find that the original article was simply
“regurgitated” into Investigate magazine
with no comment or balancing argument.
I subscribed to Investigate because it
appeared to print thought provoking but
well balanced reports, I hope this isn’t the
beginning of it turning into yet another
sensationalist rag.
Derek Bussell, Alexandra
EDITOR: No, we subscribe to a range of international news agencies. Aym’s article raises
some interesting points, although I agree on
re-reading that climate scientists may have been
over-egging the pudding to scare people in some
of those references. Nonetheless, see my comments above.
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Richard Prosser

eyes right

The calm, graceful authority of
Canterbury’s capital came not from the
fine architecture and wide leafy streets
crafted by the Province’s founders, but
from the drive, confidence, and
sheer grit of her people
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Per Ardua ad Astra

T

o reach for the skies, to strive
for the heavens, by effort to achieve
the great heights; the Latin motto
of the Royal Air Force, and the Royal New
Zealand Air Force alike, has many translations. Literally taken it means “through
adversity to the stars”, which to this writer’s
mind makes it as fine as any a candidate for
a new motto for the City of Christchurch.
We will rebuild. Our City will rise again,
like a Phoenix from the dust and the ashes,
brighter, bolder, stronger. This Otago boy
has observed a steely resolve at the core of
the Cantabrian character these past couple
of years, and we will remake the Garden
City with steel in its heart, where once there
was brick and mortar. San Francisco came
back, Napier came back, Christchurch will
come back. Of that there is no question.
I was at work when the quake hit. I had
just left the building, a modern two-storey
concrete tilt-slab in Riccarton, and sat in my
truck, when the shaking started. The next 15
seconds comprised the most violent earthquake your scribe has ever experienced.
Before the cellphone networks overloaded,
I managed to ascertain that my own home
and family north of Rangiora were safe and
well. I wish that the same could be said for
all my fellow citizens. This time, however, it
was not to be.
I have no grounds to complain. There are a
few more cracks where we didn’t have them
before, a slump in the lounge floor, and I’ve
had to secure the tank stand – which is now
almost at the point of no return – with cargo
strops tied back to a couple of warratahs
hastily driven in just over the fence in the

neighbour’s top paddock. So it’s another
claim to the EQC, and a few more sleepless
nights, though with a fifteen-month-old
baby I wasn’t sleeping much anyway. But noone near or dear to me was killed or injured,
my house is intact, and we have power and
water and a functioning toilet.
It is heartbreaking to view the destruction wreaked on the grand icons of this
most fair of cities. The streets are filled with
rubble and silt, the once elegant visages of
the buildings of yesteryear torn away, leaving the homes and offices of a brutalized
population gaping and open to the elements.
There is a raw, shocked air to the city; a
sense of violation as much as of loss. Cars
lie smashed where the ruins fell on them,
and amongst it all, the bodies of many of the
fallen are still entombed within the detritus
of this shattered metropolis. There is anger.
This genteel city, this gentle island, this passive nation, did not deserve this brutal and
unprovoked assault. It stings. I am incensed.
And so we will rebuild. The calm, graceful
authority of Canterbury’s capital came not
from the fine architecture and wide leafy
streets crafted by the Province’s founders,
but from the drive, confidence, and sheer
grit of her people.
The familiar façade of Christchurch will
rise again, granite and limestone, tall spires,
sweeping arches, and soaring columns; this
time, however, bound and braced and rooted
with steel. The ship will be made stronger to
weather the storm which we hope and pray
will never come again.
Muggins was better prepared for this
quake than for the last one, thanks largely to

the warning shot and wake-up call which the last one
embodied. We have a bottled water supply in several
places, first aid kits in the house and vehicles, emergency food and baby supplies packed for a rapid departure if necessary, torches and batteries, a wee transistor
radio. Probably still not quite everything we need, but
getting there.
The nation, on the other hand, was no better prepared, and it is largely down to luck that the response
was as swift and effective as it has been. We were
paradoxically lucky that the clean-up from the September quake was already underway, because that meant
the city was already full of diggers to move rubble and
search for survivors. We were lucky that a convention
of foreign doctors and another convention of foreign
earthquake engineers were also in town, both courtesy
of the same quake. We were lucky that a multi-national
military exercise was underway in the South Island at
the time, that there were 1,000 more soldiers than normal at Burnham Camp, that the HMNZS Canterbury
was in port at Lyttleton, and that the harbour was flat
calm, because the Canterbury can’t load or unload in
any other conditions (which is a story in itself, and one
about which I have griped before).
We were lucky that the Singaporeans had two C-130
Hercules here along with their troops for the aforementioned exercise, and that the Australians were
happy to lend us another two, because our one functioning aircraft would have struggled to keep up with
the demand all on its own. And we were lucky that
the Aussies were also willing and able to lend us 300
Police Officers, because despite years of focus on traffic
revenue collection, we still, somehow, inexplicably, do
not have enough cops in this country.
We are lucky indeed that thousands of students
were willing and able to volunteer their services for the massive
clean-up effort. This writer for one does not believe that the way
to repay their selfless civic-minded generosity, is by taking away
their interest-free loans.
We are truly fortunate that we have good friends around the
world, that so many nations were so quick to send USAR teams
and other rescue specialists. I have no quibble with that. We’d
be amongst the first to do the same for them, and in all likelihood, sometime in the not-too-distant future, we probably will.
But when New Zealand has to go begging and borrowing for
basic things like policemen and aeroplanes and portaloos, then
people, we have a problem with priorities.
We were, and are, ill-prepared at best, and we need to do better, and quickly; because we still haven’t had the Big One, and
the only certainty about that, is that every earthquake to hit this
country which isn’t the Big One, brings the Big One one quake
closer.
It could strike anywhere, anytime. Wellington remains the
favourite target, but it could be Christchurch again. Or the
Hawke’s Bay. Or Tauranga, or Queenstown, or in fact anywhere,
maybe even Auckland. The Darfield quake was on a previously
unknown fault line; the truth is that we simply don’t know
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exactly what lurks beneath these Shaky Isles.
We cannot stop the earth from moving, but we can, as a
nation, prepare ourselves for the aftermath. For this writer’s
money, the time has come for New Zealand to bring back
Compulsory Military Training, and to ready and equip our
population for all and any of the worst of possible eventualities. A couple of hundred thousand fit young citizens, trained
and equipped, with vehicles and helicopters and generators and
camp toilets, might just make all the difference. I’m tired of
listening to Government bean-counters lying to us that there
isn’t enough money for Defence. There’s always enough for pay
rises for politicians, and new Ministerial limos, and bailing out
dodgy finance companies. The defence of the nation, against
threats both natural and man-made, has to be more important
than any of those. We need to do this and we must, and now,
because it is the only thing which makes military, economic,
and social sense, for a nation with a small population such as
ours.
We can rise through this adversity to reach the stars – but
only if we work together, and only if we are prepared. And next
time, we might not be quite so lucky.
©2011 Richard Prosser
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Mark Steyn

steynpost

In simple economic terms, the
arithmetic is stark: In America, the boomers
have condemned their shrunken progeny
to the certainty of poorer, meaner lives
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Bismarck sinks the ‘hood

A

ccording to Bismarck’s bestk nown maxim on Europe’s most
troublesome region, the Balkans
are not worth the bones of a single Pomeranian grenadier. Americans could be forgiven
for harbouring similar sentiments after the
murder of two U.S. airmen in Germany by a
Kosovar Muslim.
Remember Kosovo? Me neither. But it was
big at the time, launched by Bill Clinton in
the wake of his Monica difficulties: Make
war, not love, as the boomers advise. So
Clinton did – and without any pesky U.N.
resolutions, or even the pretence of seeking
them.
Instead, he and Tony Blair and even
Jacques Chirac just cried “Bombs away!” and
got on with it. And the left didn’t mind at
all – because, for a modern western nation,
war is only legitimate if you have no conceivable national interest in whatever war you’re
waging.
Unlike Iraq and all its supposed “blood
for oil,” in Kosovo no one remembers why
we went in, what the hell the point of it was,
or which side were the good guys. (Answer:
Neither.) The principal rationale advanced
by Clinton and Blair was that there was no
rationale. This was what they called “liberal
interventionism”, which boils down to: The
fact that we have no reason to get into it
justifies our getting into it.
A decade on, Kosovo is a sorta sovereign
state, and in Frankfurt a young airport
employee is so grateful for what America
did for his people that he guns down U.S.
servicemen while yelling “Allahu akbar!”
The strange shrunken spectator who serves

as President of the United States, offering
what he called “a few words about the tragic
event that took place,” announced that he
was “saddened,” and expressed his “gratitude for the service of those who were lost”
and would “spare no effort” to “work with
the German authorities” but it was a “stark
reminder” of the “extraordinary sacrifices
that our men and women in uniform are
making …”
The passivity of these remarks is very telling. Men and women “in uniform” (which
it’s not clear these airmen were even wearing) understand they may be called upon to
make “extraordinary sacrifices” in battle.
They do not expect to be “lost” on the shuttle
bus at the hands of a civilian employee at a
passenger air terminal in an allied nation.
But then I don’t suppose their comrades
expected to be “lost” at the hands of an army
major at Fort Hood, to cite the last “tragic
event” that “took place” – which seems to be
the president’s preferred euphemism for a guy
opening fire while screaming “Allahu akbar!”
But relax, this fellow in Frankfurt was
most likely a “lone wolf” (as Sen. Chuck
Schumer described the Times Square
Bomber) or an “isolated extremist” (as the
president described the Christmas Day
Pantybomber).
There are so many of these “lone wolves”
and “isolated extremists” you may occasionally
wonder whether they’ve all gotten together and
joined Local 473 of the Amalgamated Union of
Lone Wolves and Isolated Extremists, but don’t
worry about it: As any Homeland Security
official can tell you, “Allahu akbar” is Arabic
for “Nothing to see here.”

Bismarck’s second best-known maxim on the region is
that the Balkans start in the slums of Vienna. The Habsburg
imperial capital was a protean “multicultural society” wherein
festered the ancient grievances of many diverse peoples.
Today, the Muslim world starts in the suburbs of Frankfurt.
Those U.S. airmen were killed by Arid Uka, whose Muslim
Albanian parents emigrated from Kosovo decades ago. Young
Arid was born and bred in Germany. He is a German citizen
who holds a German passport. He is, according to multicultural
theory, as German as Fritz and Helmut and Hans. Except he’s
not. Not when it counts.
Why isn’t he a fully functioning citizen of the nation he’s
spent his entire life in? Well, that’s a tricky one.
Okay, why is a Muslim who wants to kill Americans holding down a job at a European airport? That’s slightly easier to
answer. Almost every problem facing the western world, from
self-detonating jihadists to America’s own suicide bomb – the
multi-trillion dollar debt – has at its root a remorseless demographic arithmetic.
In the U.S., the baby boomers did not have enough children
to maintain their mid-20th century social programs. I see that
recent polls supposedly show that huge majorities of Americans
don’t want any modifications to Medicare or Social Security.
So what? It doesn’t matter what you “want.” The country’s
broke, and you can vote yourself unsustainable quantities
of government lollipops all you like, but all you’re doing is
ensuring that when, eventually, you’re obliged to reacquaint
yourself with reality, the shock will be far more devastating and
convulsive.
But even with looming bankruptcy America still looks pretty
sweet if you’re south of the border. Last month, the former
director of the U.S. Census Bureau, Steve Murdock, told the
Houston Chronicle that in Texas “it’s basically over for Anglos.”
He pointed out that two out of every three children are already
“non-Anglo”, and that this gap will widen even further in the
years ahead. Remember the Alamo? Why bother? America won
the war, but Mexico won the peace.
In the Lone Star State, Murdock envisions a future in which
millions of people with minimal skills will be competing for

ever fewer jobs paying less in actual dollars and cents than they
would have earned in the year 2000. That doesn’t sound a recipe
for social tranquility.
What’s south of Europe’s border? Why, it’s even livelier. In
Libya, there are presently one million refugees from sub-Saharan Africa whose ambition is to get in a boat to Italy. There isn’t
a lot to stop them.
Between now and mid-century, Islam and sub-Saharan Africa
will be responsible for almost all the world’s population growth –
and yet, aside from a few thousand layabout Saudi princes whoring in Mayfair, they will enjoy almost none of the world’s wealth.
Niger had 10 million people in 2000, and half-a-million of
them were starving children. By 2010, they had 15 million, and
more children were starving. By 2100, they’re predicted to hit
100 million. But they won’t – because it would be unreasonable
to expect an extra 90 million people to stay in a country that
can’t feed a population a tenth that size.
So they will look elsewhere – to countries with great infrastructure, generous welfare, and among the aging natives a kind
of civilizational wasting disease so advanced that, as a point of
moral virtue, they are incapable of enforcing their borders.
The nations that built the modern world decided to outsource
their future. In simple economic terms, the arithmetic is stark:
In America, the boomers have condemned their shrunken progeny to the certainty of poorer, meaner lives.
In sociocultural terms, the transformation will be even
greater. Bismarck, so shrewd and cynical about the backward
Balkans, was also the father of the modern welfare state: When
he introduced the old age pension, you had to be 65 to collect
and Prussian life expectancy was 45.
Now life expectancy has near doubled, you get your pension a
decade earlier, and, in a vain attempt to make that deformed math
add up, Bismarck’s successors moved the old East/West faultline
from the Balkans to the main street of every German city.
Americans sometimes wonder why, two decades after the collapse of the Warsaw Pact, the U.S. Army still lives in Germany.
The day is approaching when they will move out – if only to
avoid any more “tragic events” “taking place.”
© 2011 Mark Steyn
n Women with their starved
children wait in front of the main
entrance of the therapeutic
feeding center in Maradi, Niger./
NEWSCOM
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worldexclusive

The Killer
NEXT D   R
NZ’S MURDERING MILLIONAIRE
AND THE ACTRESS WHO HAUNTS HIM
You wouldn’t read about it, except perhaps in
the book or movie that someone will inevitably
pen about this story. IAN WISHART has the
world exclusive on how a gun-runner, bank
robber and double murder suspect with links to
a CIA black op has ended up building a new life
for himself in sleepy, provincial New Zealand,
while a worldwide manhunt spanning three
decades had failed to find him
n Hollywood, they say, every waitress is a movie star
in the wings. Oregon-born Valerie McDonald was
one of those waitresses, albeit she’d only made it as
far south as a seedy, $3-a-night North Beach apartment building overlooking San Francisco Bay. It was
a neighbourhood yet to be revitalised, but it danced to
a student and arts beat, a bohemian rhapsody of sorts.
Valerie, studying at the San Francisco Art Institute,
initially enjoyed her time at the Tower Apartments.
That was, until she crossed paths with the new building managers and her rhapsody hit some discordant
notes.
Phillip Thompson, Michael Hennessey and John
Gordon Abbott were ex-cons. Abbott, in fact, was on
work release from a five years to life sentence at San
Quentin prison, and he’d met his mates on the inside.
Thompson, at 35 the oldest of the men, had been born
at the tail end of World War II, and cut his teeth
shipping drugs and intrigue for CIA black operations
during the Vietnam War era. He’s listed as a driver on
the Nixon presidential re-election team for 1972.
Thompson, however, had demons. Plenty of them.
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On June 18, 1971, then aged in his 20s, Thompson
took a 21 year old mother named Betty Cloer into a
field east of Sacramento, beat her, raped her then shot
her three times before “bludgeoning her face beyond
recognition”. Cloer’s nude corpse was found by two
young girls horseriding the next day. She left behind a
five year old son who was so traumatised that for the
next five years he lived in denial that his mum was
dead, telling his grandparents that his mum was only
“hiding from bad men” and that she’d come back to
look after him.
It wasn’t to be.
Nobody had connected Phillip Thompson to this
unspeakable crime, and so he continued doing spook
work for the CIA and sometimes the FBI, interspersed
with prison time for armed robberies and violence.
Just in passing, he was finally caught for this 1971 murder in 2003 after a DNA check on cold-cases located
his DNA on Betty Cloer’s underwear. He was tried
and convicted of murder in 2008 in a history-making
California court case, 37 years after the killing.
Detective Rick Fitzgerald told jurors in the trial that
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Thompson had indeed been a CIA covert
operative in the 70s and 80s:
“There is in fact some information
that suggests he was an operative who
was given a lot of leeway,” the police
officer testified.1 Newspaper reports also
confirmed Thompson was associated
with terrorist Luis Posada Carriles, who’d
blown up a Cuban passenger jet in 1976
killing 73 people on board.

B

ut if young mother Betty Cloer
was Thompson’s first known
victim, she wasn’t the last. “There
are at least eight to ten others that we
know of,” Det. Rick Fitzgerald said outside the court.
Which brings us back to that bohemian North Beach apartment building
in San Francisco, November 1980. When
Thompson, Hennessey and Abbott took
over management, they began evicting
some of the tenants and re-arranging
rooms. Valerie McDonald feared for her
safety. She told her friends she’d seen
the men organise parties where “bowls
of cocaine” were available, and that
“Satanistic” activities had taken place.
“Val called me and told me she was
frightened,” her mum Dee Dee Kouns
told reporters later.2 But Valerie didn’t
make it out. As Valerie and a couple of
girlfriends were shifting furniture on 9
November 1980, they ran into Michael
Hennessey.
Hennessey, the youngest of the three
criminals at only 23, came from a good
family by all accounts, but his world
collapsed when he rushed his ill father
to hospital one day, only to be told it was
nothing serious and to go home. A short
time later his beloved dad dropped dead
from a heart attack in front of him, and
Hennessey blamed himself, going to
pieces. A drift into crime followed, and
incarceration at San Quentin prison.
Those who’ve met his family describe
Hennessey as a basically good kid who
fell in with a bad crowd, and who became
Thompson and Abbott’s “flunky”.
Half Japanese and half Irish, Hennessey was big and muscular, and when
on his own he had relatively good social
skills. Valerie liked him, but she didn’t
like his mates. Still, she was prepared to
give him a couple of minutes.
The con eyed the strawberry-blonde up
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It is the only known photo of
Abbott published anywhere in
the world since the early 1980s,
and it is perhaps apt that the
photo captures John Gordon
Abbott “red handed”, so to speak
and down, and explained he was helping shoot a Dustin Hoffman movie that
night. He told the girls he was supplying
cocaine to the movie’s director, Dino de
Laurentis, and that they wanted a blonde
woman to play the part of a serial-killer’s
victim in a couple of scenes.

The girls thought it sounded dodgy,
but Hennessey offered Valerie $200, and
the struggling young waitress and film
student – based on her earlier friendship
with the man – made what turned out to
be a fatal choice. She was never seen alive
again.

At some point, somehow, Valerie
McDonald had made some kind of contact with a 23 year old German woman
named Inez Sailer who’d also fallen
into the orbit of Abbott, Thompson and
Hennessey. We know this because police
found a scrap of paper with Valerie’s
name and phone number on it, in Sailer’s
wallet. We don’t know why it was there
because when police found it on New
Year’s Day 1981, six weeks after Valerie
had gone missing, the wallet was in Inez
Sailer’s cold, dead hands. Whatever had
happened, she was in no condition to tell.
Two women, one vanished, one shot
five times, both connected. Police now
believe Sailer had been drawn into a
criminal operation being run by Thompson, Abbott and Hennessey out of their
apartment block.

W

hen dawn of November 10
broke and Valerie hadn’t
returned home, her friends
became worried but police brushed them
off. By the time the San Francisco Police
Department stopped chewing on doughnuts and turned to the task at hand,
about ten days after her disappearance,
the trail had gone cold. Valerie was missing , and so were Phillip Thompson, John
Gordon Abbott and Michael Hennessey.
Which brings us to John Gordon

Abbott, currently living in New Zealand
where he splits his time between Wanganui, the nearby towns of Waverley and
Patea, and Japan. First, his New Zealand
activities, and then we’ll cover-off his real
background.
HIS magazine has established that a
John Gordon Abbott, listed as a “lecturer” in official documents, purchased
a house at 45 Nile Street in Wanganui in
mid 1993 for $113,500. He paid cash, with
no mortgage. Abbott swiftly followed that
up with the purchase of 15 Ikitara Road in
Wanganui in August 1994, for $146,000.
Again, he paid in folding stuff, no mortgage was taken against the property.
Abbott is listed as the current owner of
these homes and 14 other properties that
we know of, scattered between Wanganui
in the south and Taranaki in the north.
All of the properties appear to have been
purchased for cash.
He gained a little bit of local publicity
a year or two back after stumping up the
cash to buy old heritage buildings like the
Waverley Post Office and the Town Hall.
His picture was taken by the Wanganui
Chronicle’s Stuart Munro, while Abbott
sanded a window frame on one of the
buildings in late 2009.
It is the only known photo of Abbott
published anywhere in the world since
the early 1980s, and it is perhaps apt that

the photo captures John Gordon Abbott
“red handed”, so to speak.
To locals in Wanganui, Waverley and
Patea, John G. Abbott is the prickly landlord with a soft Canadian/mid-Atlantic
accent, who rubs people up the wrong
way. They know he is fluent in Asian
languages and that he teaches in Japan,
because he’s told them that’s where he
goes when he’s not here in New Zealand.
When people argue with him, he’s been
known to remind them how high his IQ
is, and to get into quite a temper.
Sometimes he has brought his two
young daughters from Japan over to stay
in the town of Waverley, where Abbott
bases himself on a rural property just out
of town. He’s believed to be friendly with
one of the locals, Laraine Sole, who is
understood to look after the keys to some
of his NZ properties while he’s overseas.
He’s also in some kind of business deals
with Wanganui builder Dean Butler, and
a couple of other locals named Nigel Pinn
and Kerry Nixon – the names of Abbott
and the three kiwis appear on city council records together. Abbott must have
a good friend at the Wanganui District
Council – property sales records show
the council purchased a property at 52
Mosston Road in Wanganui for $45,000
in 1998, then sold it to John Gordon
Abbott in October 2005, at the height
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of the property boom, for only $30,500.
Wanganui ratepayers took an almost
$15,000 hit as the property was sold for
33% less than the council paid for it at a
time when values had risen substantially.
At the request of US law enforcement
officials, HIS/HERS magazine made no
attempt to contact Abbott or his New
Zealand colleagues for comment on this
special investigation, although we can tell
you we provided US and NZ law enforcement agencies with a three week headstart to take action against Abbott.
For the sake of clarification, however, there is no suggestion that any of
Abbott’s New Zealand friends or contacts
have done anything wrong, nor that they
have a clue who he really is. You, and
they, are about to find out.
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The real background of
John Gordon Abbott

Born in England in the mid 1950s, his
mother Ursula was an American university professor in Davis, California and
his father a British diplomat working for
the United Nations. The parents separated when Abbott was a teenager, and
the boys, John and Michael, started to
slip off the rails. His first major offence
was robbery with violence at the age
of 15, in Canada, while living with his
grandparents.
He was sent back to live with his
mother in the early 1970s, and studied
Oriental Languages at UC Davis. Police
files record he was a “straight-A student”
with an “IQ of 180” – genius level – who
by 1974 could fluently speak and write

Japanese, and in 1975 he “travelled extensively throughout Japan”, the files note.
That file, a police intelligence briefing
from June 1978, obtained by HIS/HERS
from US authorities, pre-dates the 1980
disappearance of Valerie McDonald, but
it eerily foreshadows how events were to
pan out. It was sent to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police by police in Davis,
California, just after Abbott escaped from
prison.
“I feel you should be aware of Mr
Abbott” wrote Det. Sergeant John
Persons. “It is my belief that Mr Abbott
very likely will flee to British Columbia,
Canada, and possibly attempt either to
stay there or make arrangements to go to
Japan.
“Secondly, it is my belief that Mr

Abbott should be considered as very
dangerous, and would kill without
hesitation.”
John Gordon Abbott and his brother
Michael, he said, had attempted to burgle
a Davis City jewellery store in May 1976,
but they triggered a silent alarm in the
process. “Patrol units responded,” says
the police file. “The first unit approaching
to the front was immediately fired upon
with a .22 rifle, the bullets going through
the windshield narrowly missing the
officers.
“A second unit responding to the rear
of the business was fired upon with a
.357 magnum. During the exchange of
gunfire, Michael Abbott was killed, and
John Abbott escaped. During the ensuing
search for John Abbott, the police depart-

ment [itself] was fired upon and a dispatcher and police officer were narrowly
missed (slugs recovered were .38 calibre).
A police helicopter was also fired upon.
“John Abbott was arrested approximately 18 hours later in a library at the
University of California, Davis campus
by non-uniformed officers. Abbott, at the
time of arrest, was armed with a Charter
Arms .38 calibre revolver and made the
statement, ‘If I had known who you were
there would have been a lot of dead cops’.
“Abbott also possessed passports for
Canada and England.”
But the May 2, 1976 attempted murder of police that ended in his brother
Michael’s death wasn’t the only such
spree John Gordon Abbott had been on
that year. Davis City Police say he was

a prime suspect in an arson at premises
part owned by his mother Ursula on
January 14 that year – an arson that killed
a visitor to the building. That is believed
to have been Abbott’s first victim.
On Feb 14, the home of a gun instructor who’d been training Abbott in combat firearms use was burgled, and a .22
revolver taken. The instructor was away
that weekend and his students knew that.
Ten days later, an Asian American couple
were confronted at their apartment door
by a gunman matching John Abbott’s
description. Both were pistol whipped
and the male was shot in the head and
the chest, while the gunman also held
neighbours at bay with a .357 magnum
and made his escape. He left behind a .22
revolver at the scene, later identified as
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the weapon taken in the burglary of his
gun instructor.
Two days later, on Feb 26th, “Officer on
patrol stops to check out subject in early
morning hours behind a pizza parlour.
Upon exiting vehicle, officer is immediately fired upon by subject with a .357
magnum. Officer returned fire; subject
escaped. Subject matched John Abbott’s
physical. When John Abbott was arrested
on May 3, 1976, a crude drawing was
found in his jacket of the pizza parlour
and the complex in which it was located.”

T

here were other crimes in the
weeks before he was caught –
more arsons and burglaries – but
you get the picture. “We have also located
papers written in Japanese by Abbott,
which, through interpretation, we determined he was conducting a stakeout,”
remarks Det. Sgt. Persons in his report.
Abbott had also been using his time
in early 1976 to brush up on military
weapon techniques.
“We know that Abbott practiced on
a firing range between January, 1976
and May, 1976 and fired in excess of 600
rounds, practicing combat shooting tactics with his .357 and .38 revolver. During
the fall of 1975, Abbott took an R.O.T.C.
firearms course and should be familiar
with rifles.
“Upon interviewing an inmate at
Nevada State Prison, who bunked
together for a short period of time while
in our county jail, I was told that Abbott
bragged about the element of surprise
and that he had trained himself to draw
and fire upon immediate contact, if the
situation warranted it.”
The final warning from Davis City
Police to the Canadian Mounties in 1978
was this:
“Should any of your people come
in contact...Abbott (in my opinion)
would not hesitate to kill them. John
Abbott should be considered armed and
approached with extreme caution.”
It was a warning they should have paid
attention to. On November 26, 1980,
more than two weeks after waitress and
wannabe film star Valerie McDonald
had disappeared, Abbott’s parked car
was approached by a couple of Canadian
Mounties in the town of Trail, British Columbia, and it turned into a fatal
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exchange of gunfire. As police moved
towards the car Abbott was heard yelling at his companion Michael Hennessey,
“Shoot them”. The nearest Mountie went
down, shot in the leg, his partner returned
fire, killing Michael Hennessey. When
Abbott was handcuffed, officers found
Hennessey had used Abbott’s gun. Abbott
was charged with and later convicted of
the attempted murder of a police officer.
In the boot of the car were a shotgun and rifle, and wirecutters. As they
searched Abbott’s car, rented apartment
and belongings, the Mounties quickly
discovered he and Hennessey had been
travelling with a third man, CIA spook
and killer Phillip Thompson. But the
trail at Trail was 24 hours cold – Thompson had flown back to America the day
before. Detectives also found ID cards
belonging to one Valerie McDonald, of
whom there was so sign, and Abbott had
the leather jacket she’d been wearing the
day she disappeared from San Francisco
– 1,300 kilometres south.

Maatz revealed Abbott and Phillip
Thompson appeared to enjoy soft treatment from law enforcement agencies,
despite the crimes they committed. After
committing a number of bank robberies
in 1978, for example, they were caught
red-handed at Abbott’s apartment with
$25,000 in stolen property and a haul of
fully automatic weapons. Abbott’s wife of
a year, Susan, coughed to an SFPD police
inspector that the bank jobs were raising
cash to buy weapons to exchange for
cocaine with a CIA-assisted rebel group
in El Salvador.4
Instead of being charged with armed
robbery at the time, the men were only
charged with receiving stolen property
and possession of weapons. SFPD’s Neil
Jordan lamented to journalists the lack of
a serious charge.
“That’s something that’s always puzzled
me. We had a statement from Abbott
acknowledging his and Thompson’s
complicity in at least three of the robberies, and evidence to tie them into at least

Should any of your people come
in contact...Abbott would not
hesitate to kill them. John Abbott
should be considered armed and
approached with extreme caution
Hennessey, who had written love
poems to Valerie McDonald at one point
was, by the time of the shootout, almost
catatonic. Witnesses reported him
appearing as if in shock while he and
Abbott moved around the city of Trail.
“He never said anything, he was just like
a statue,” one told HIS/HERS magazine.
Whatever Hennessey had witnessed
up there, he took it with him to the
grave when the Mountie’s bullet ripped
through him.
To make matters murky, news quickly
began to break back in the city by the bay,
the city that never sleeps, of a CIA link
to the crimes. In a story headlined, “The
mystery of the disappearing actress deepens,” the San Francisco Chronicle’s Larry
Maatz wrote: “CIA linked to bizarre case
that already includes two killings and
hints of devil worship and drugs.”3

three others”. But no one, he said, would
mount the prosecution.
To understand how this works requires
a little history lesson. Like many government bureaucracies, spy agencies sometimes have ambitions bigger than their
budgets. During the Vietnam War the
CIA realised it could fund “off balance
sheet” covert operations by helping ship
drugs out of Asia and into the West.5
The spies rationalised their activities
by claiming it was for the greater good,
although they seriously underestimated
the social impact. In New Zealand and
Australia, the Mr Asia heroin drug ring
was part financed by the Nugan Hand
Merchant Bank in Sydney, set up by two
former CIA spooks and whose board of
advisors included a former Director of
the CIA, William Colby.
Continued on page 28 of HERS
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A

fter the quake, it took
45 minutes for the tsunami to reach the coast
of Japan – 45 minutes of
knowing, of waiting, of
bracing. When it came,
we were all glued to our televisions. What
unfolded had never been broadcast live
before: a 10-metre wall of mud that belittled human achievement, folding houses
inside out, propelling yachts across miles
of rice fields, rupturing oil refineries,
sweeping trains from their tracks and
killing multiple thousands – setting off a
nuclear timebomb in the process.
By now, we’re versed in bearing witness
to the aftermath of disaster: limbs jutting
out from collapsed buildings in Haiti,
buildings collapsing on people in Christchurch, survivors using laundry to spell
out “HELP US” on their rooftops after
Hurricane Katrina. This was different – a
disaster unfolding in visceral, wrenching
real time, for viewers who were alternately spellbound and tortured by their
inability to do anything about it.
Japan’s plight came on a sunny Friday
afternoon; the magnitude 9 earthquake,
the largest to strike the area in more than
a millennium, hit at 2:46 p.m. local time.
Japan is not only an advanced economy
but one of the most wired nations on
Earth; at one point that Friday, there were
20 tweets a second coming out of Tokyo.
The nation, meanwhile, is a voracious
consumer of information, and media
outlets and government officials had
plenty of time after the quake to get their
cameras in place – as well as estimates
of where the waves would hit and when,
which proved quite accurate.
It was a confluence of events and
circumstance that helped us watch, or
forced us to watch, in a new way. When it
was over, the images seemed to have bent
both edges of the spectrum of comprehension: Scientists questioned the limits
of science. And believers questioned the
limits of faith.
Many said the only experience comparable to watching the tsunami was watching the destruction in lower Manhattan
on Sept. 11, 2001. Indeed, some of the
images cut close to the bone for Americans – in particular, the disturbing video
of victims trapped in tall buildings, waving white shirts out of open windows in a
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desperate attempt to flag down rescuers,
smoke curling around them.
“You are totally powerless against a
memory like that,” said J. Jon Bruno, the
Episcopal bishop of Los Angeles. “It is
embedded into your being.”
Ken Reeves, director of forecasting
operations at Accuweather.com, was
captivated and horrified watching video of
cars trying to steer clear of the debris field,
with no high ground in sight. He watched
a group of people standing on a bridge as
rising, churning water sent boats lurching
toward them. He said he couldn’t help but
think: “My God, get off the bridge!”
For years now, we have revelled in an
unlikely and incongruous notion on television: “reality that is unreal,” said Father
Jim Martin, a Jesuit priest in New York
City and the culture editor of America,
the weekly Catholic magazine.
Here was something different: reality
that was real, more gripping and terrible
than anything even the most creative or
cynical television producer could conjure. “It’s the shock of seeing real reality
instead of fake reality. It seems paradoxically unreal,” Martin said.
“A lot of these reality shows are based on
watching people suffer – watching them
suffer physically, watching them suffer
financially. It’s important to recognize that
we don’t have to create suffering in this
world. There is suffering in this world.”

S

eafarers have long returned with
tales – often dismissed as apocryphal – of the ocean abruptly reaching up and snatching at anything in its
path. The 1883 explosion of the volcanic
island Krakatoa unleashed waves that were
estimated to have killed tens of thousands.
“Some argue that there’s even descriptions
of tsunamis in the Bible,” Reeves said.
These events, though, are extremely
rare and occur only in low-lying areas
with the requisite mix of geophysical
conditions.
The 2004 tsunami event in the Indian
Ocean, which killed 230,000 people in 14
nations, marked a dramatic turning point
in awareness of the potential for titanic
waves – in part because it was captured
on cell phone videos and other devices
– though nothing approaching this level
of documentation. That episode also
prodded many scientists to ratchet up
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their efforts to understand tsunamis and
communicate their danger.
But that science is still very much in its
infancy, so much so that researchers in the
northwestern United States and British
Columbia – another area thought prone
to tsunamis – still rely in part on Native
American word-of-mouth legend to understand the physics of past events there.
“You’re talking about things that can
occur 300 years apart,” said Dr. Frank Vernon, a research geophysicist at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography in San Diego.
Vernon said that as he watched the tsunami
come ashore, he was unable to divorce the
scientist in him from the humanist. “You
want to reach out and help, and you can’t
do anything – except maybe better prepare
for the next round,” he said.
Indeed, scientists hope to seize on
images of the tsunami to dramatically
increase their understanding.

C

urrently, scientists are able to
predict landfall – but only after a
tsunami has begun offshore, and
typically by using a relatively rudimentary
system of buoys that measure fluctuations
in wave levels. They know far less about
how tsunamis are created, or why some
offshore earthquakes create them and some
don’t, or how the waves will react once they
reach land.
No tsunami has ever been documented
to this degree. Harry Yeh, a professor of
engineering at Oregon State University,
was watching a cooking show with his
wife on Japanese-language television when
the live news reports broke into the broadcast. His heart broke for his native Japan,
he said – but he instantly recognized that
within the small, tight-knit community of
scientists who study tsunamis, “this was
extremely intriguing and amazing.”
Still, the scope of the disaster is a
reminder of how much work lies ahead.
“It’s going to be hundreds of years before
we get enough of a record,” Vernon said.
Indeed, the limits of science were at least
as evident as the potential advances.
“The hubris of humanity makes us forget how powerful nature can be,” said Bill
Patzert, a climatologist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in La Canada-Flintridge.
He said this was “not an act of God” – but
then he paused and added: “Well, I hope
not. I could be wrong.”
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SYNCHRONICITY

A Quantum Leap
WHEN SCIENCE MEETS SPOOKY

Quantum physics is raising big questions for scientists, because it suggests the
entire universe is held together by something, or someone. Some sceptics have
faith we’ll find a natural explanation one day, while other scientists say we could
be seeing the fingerprints of God. None of which changes the reality, or unreality,
of the phenomenon we now call ‘synchronicity’

T

WORDS BY DAMON ORION
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL PALADIN and NEWSCOM

he other night I was having a ‘Where are they now?’ attack: an uncontrollable urge to find out what’s become of old friends, ex-girlfriends,
etc. My orgy of nostalgia culminated in the early hours of morning,
when I decided to do a Google search for a long-lost buddy of mine
that everyone used to call Chet. (Our reasons for calling him Chet were
complex – suffice to say that they involved a character from a Cheetos
commercial by the name of Chester Cheetah, and that everyone but Chet thought the
nickname was just super.) I found a band on MySpace called Gathering Moss whose
singer had Chet’s name, and there was someone on Facebook who looked like he
might be the guy, but I couldn’t be sure either of these people was the Chet I was looking for. I went to bed, figuring, ‘Maybe some other time.’
‘Some other time’ came sooner than I’d expected. When I woke up in the morning,
I found two emails waiting for me: one from the band Gathering Moss, and another
from the Chet whose Facebook profile I’d just found. My astonishment quickly gave
way to anger – clearly, there was spyware attached to my computer, and I was being
sent junk mail based on recent Internet activity. Wrong. Both of these emails were
from the man himself, my long-lost buddy Chet. Incredible, but true: After going more
than 15 years without communicating, we’d both picked the same night to look each
other up online.
It gets weirder: Impressed by this freaky alignment of circumstances, I flashed on
the last time I’d spoken with Chet, which I believe was in 1993: I’d just returned to
Santa Cruz, California after living in L.A. for about a year and a half, and I’d dropped
by a bar called The Poet and the Patriot on a hunch that I’d run into an old friend
there – probably Chet. Nothing was happening, so I gulped down my last few drops
of beer, turned to the friend I was with and said, ‘Screw it. Let’s go to Taco Bell.’ (I’ve
learned a thing or two about diet since then, by the way.) As I was getting up from my
seat, Chet walked in the door and immediately spied me. Standing there with Taco
Bell bag in hand, he gaped at me in obvious disbelief, blurting out, ‘Dude! I just had a
dream about you last night!’
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Occurrences like these are examples of
what Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung named
‘synchronicity’: ‘the simultaneous occurrence of two meaningful but not causally
connected events.’ For some people, such
happenings are treasured confirmations
that life is more than a disjointed mural
of birthdays, board meetings and bee
stings that keep our senses occupied as
we trudge toward the coffin. For others,
they’re simply twin lemons on the cosmic
slot machine – amusing anomalies that
the random event generator spits out
from time to time.
The rationalist will explain this kind
of thing, quite reasonably, as follows:
If 500 different people think of Mickey
Mouse at 2:45 today, the law of averages
says that with all the Disney propaganda
floating around the globe, at least one of
those people will see a picture or replica
of Mickey Mouse and think it ‘eerie.’ In
other words, there’s an awful lot happening on this planet, so it’s inevitable that
some events from Column A are going to
match up with events from Column B in
weird ways. You call that supernatural?
Go jump a gnome, star child.
If you’ve ever experienced a truly
uncanny synchronicity yourself, though
– or several in rapid succession, as is
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sometimes the case – then perhaps you’ve
found that the issue isn’t quite so simple.
Once in a while something happens that’s
so unlikely, so patently absurd, that it
leaves you with the unshakeable feeling
that you’ve just gotten a prank call from
the Other Side. I’m not talking about
minor synchronicities, where, say, you’re
dressed as The Devil on Halloween, and
you make a purchase that leaves you with
$6.66 in change; I’m talking about when
on top of that, the cashier is dressed as
an angel, and at the same time that she
hands you your $6.66, you hear a line
about ‘giving The Devil his due’ in the
song playing over the PA.
Right now some of you are rolling
your eyes and grumbling to yourselves
about what a mush-brained, dandelionsmoking Mork from Ork I am for suggesting that an oogah-boogah notion like
synchronicity could possibly have any
validity. Well good. Not so very long ago,
people were being hunted down, tortured
and murdered for promoting the heretical notion that the Earth revolved around
the sun, and I salute skeptics like yourself
for fighting the kinds of superstitious
belief systems that gave rise to that sad
situation. Now, however, we find ourselves at yet another turning point, and

as certain sacred dogmas of science are
replaced by demonstrably more accurate
models of reality, those who cling to the
old mechanistic worldview risk becoming
the new fundamentalists.
Consider the fact that no less of a scientific genius than Albert Einstein once
dismissed nonlocality, the strange phenomenon in which one object has a direct
influence on another object without being
anywhere near that object or even exerting
any physical force (now a widely accepted,
though mysterious, aspect of quantum
physics), as ‘spooky action at a distance.’
Like synchronicity, such activity doesn’t
fit our present models of How It All Is but
there it is, right before the researchers’ eyes.
Permit yourself the heresy of supposing, for a moment, that not all claims
of synchronistic events are products of
selective perception, the law of averages
and/or outright delusion, but that some
are eyewitness accounts of a particularly vexing form of ‘spooky action at a
distance’ that may one day be re-shelved
from ‘metaphysics’ to ‘physics.’

That Synching Feeling

At age 19 (back in the early ‘90s, when
Chet and I were the best of friends), I was
introduced to the ideas of philosopher

Robert Anton Wilson by way of his book
Prometheus Rising. One passage from the
book struck me as especially intriguing:
At the end of a chapter about archetypes,
Wilson wrote, ‘Contemplating these
issues usually triggers Jungian synchronicities. See how long after reading
this chapter you encounter an amazing
coincidence.’
Given the author’s playful style, it was
difficult to discern whether he literally
meant that thinking about these sorts of
issues would cause synchronistic events
to happen, or that it would simply lead us
to notice coincidences. The key point of
the book, after all, was ‘What the thinker
thinks, the prover proves’ – that is, we
tend to find whatever it is we look for.
If you have it in your head that you’re
going to find quarters wherever you go,
you’ll notice quarters on the ground all
over the place. If you think the number
23 has special significance, you’ll notice
the number 23 everywhere. Conversely, if
you’re convinced that synchronicity is a
family-sized bucket of bull, you’ll collect
data to help convince yourself of this.
Either way, Wilson’s statement
checked out: Mere hours after I’d read
that passage, a friend of mine dropped
by my house and casually asked if I’d
be interested in going to a conference
in Palo Alto where some of the world’s
foremost psychedelic philosophers would
be speaking including that ‘Prometheus
Rising’ guy, Robert Anton Wilson. This
in itself made me do a double-take, but
the clincher came at the conference the
following day (Hell yes, I accepted my
friend’s offer), when, by chance – or
something – I found myself walking
side-by-side with Wilson in a hallway at
Stanford University. (Mind you, there
were thousands of people at this conference, and Wilson sightings at this event
were few and far between, so at the very
least, we can say this was a fluky thing
to happen.) Seizing the opportunity, I
quickly introduced myself to Wilson and
got right down to business: ‘So, I’ve been
reading ‘Prometheus Rising,’ and I have
some questions for you.’ Thus began a
half-hour conversation that ended on a
pair of couches in the building’s lobby,
where I picked the brain of the author
whose book had just told me to be on the
lookout for amazing coincidences. (Later

that night, I’d also have a memorable
dialog with Timothy Leary, but that’s a
whole other cube of sugar.)
Wilson has written exhaustively on the
subject of synchronicity, but the idea of
his that’s most relevant to our discussion
is a point he made about quantum physics in the documentary film Maybe Logic:
The Lives and Ideas of Robert Anton
Wilson, released four years before his
death in 2007. Here, he recounts an event
that befell him and his wife in the early
‘90s after they’d moved from Los Angeles
to what they thought was Santa Cruz:
‘We had something stolen from our car,
and we called the police, and it turned
out we didn’t live in Santa Cruz – we
lived in a town called Capitola. The post
office thought we lived in Santa Cruz, but
the police thought we lived in Capitola. I
started investigating this, and a reporter
at the local newspaper told me we didn’t
live in either Santa Cruz or Capitola; we

lived in a unincorporated area called Live
Oak. Now, quantum mechanics is just
like that, except that in the case of Santa
Cruz, Capitola and Live Oak, we don’t get
too confused, because we remember we
invented the lines on the map. But quantum physics seems confusing because a
lot of people think we didn’t invent the
lines, so it seems hard to understand how
a particle can be in three places at the
same time without being anywhere at all.’

Quantum Metaphysics?

As Wilson stated, the fabric of the universe doesn’t play by human rules – even
scientific ones. To understand just how
strange things can get in the quantum
realm, we need to take a look at Bell’s
Theorem, often referred to as the Pandora’s box of modern physics. As long as
Wilson has gotten us into this mess, let’s
let him do the explaining (again from
‘Prometheus Rising’): ‘Bell’s Theorem is

Jung Einstein
Carl Jung’s concept of synchronicity has been entangled with quantum physics from
day one. As revealed in Jung’s Letters, Vol. 2, it was a series of dinner conversations
with Albert Einstein in Zurich between 1909 and 1913 that first got the psychiatrist ‘thinking about a possible relativity of time as well as space, and their psychic
conditionality. More than thirty years later, this stimulus led to my relation with the
physicist Professor W. Pauli and to my thesis of psychic synchronicity.’
Jung met Pauli shortly after the idea of synchronicity began to take solid form in
Jung’s mind. Pauli, who, at age 21, wrote a book-length critique of Einstein’s theory of
relativity that Einstein praised as accurate, insightful and thorough, was instrumental
in establishing the foundations of quantum mechanics. One of his major contributions to science is the exclusion principle, which physicist F. David Peat describes in
his book Synchronicity: The Bridge between Matter and Mind as the ‘discovery of an
abstract pattern that lies hidden beneath the surface of atomic matter and determines
its behaviour in a non-causal way.’ The influence of such concepts on Jung’s theory of
synchronicity is unmistakable.
In 1934, after having Jung analyze several of his dreams, Pauli had a dream in
which a man who looked like Einstein told him that quantum physics was only a onedimensional part of a deeper reality. The following year, Einstein and physicists Boris
Podolsky and Nathan Rosen presented a paper that inadvertently illustrated a mysterious, acausal connectedness between particles. This EPR (Einstein/Podolsky/Rosen)
paper lodged three complaints against quantum mechanics, one of them being the
implausibility of nonlocality: the direct influence of one object on another object from
far away. (Einstein famously scorned such activity as ‘spooky action at a distance.’)
In the mid-’60s, physicist John Bell responded to the EPR paper by proving a
theorem that provided a way of testing the validity of these ‘spooky actions.’ The
experiments that followed produced empirical evidence of nonlocality. Thus, Einstein
inadvertently opened the gates to the study of two different kinds of ‘spooky action at
a distance’ – synchronicity and quantum entanglement (the latter of whose implications he ironically found disconcerting) – and Pauli deliberately helped bring these
ideas into focus.
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highly technical, but in ordinary language
it amounts to something like this: There
are no isolated systems; every particle in
the universe is in ‘instantaneous’ (fasterthan-light) communication with every
other particle. The Whole System, even
the parts that are separated by cosmic
distances, functions as a Whole System.’
While it might sound like a bliss
ninny’s wishful thinking to say there’s a
scientific case for the idea that all things
are connected, this is, in fact, exactly
what Bell’s Theorem implies. Described
by physicist Henry Stapp as ‘the most
profound discovery of science’ in 1975,
Bell’s Theorem points to a conundrum
known as entanglement, in which two
physically related particles are linked in
such a way that anything that happens to
one of these particles is instantaneously
communicated to the other, regardless of distance. According to quantum
mechanics, any two things that have
ever interacted are entangled in this way
forevermore.

Bruce Rosenblum, coauthor of the book
Quantum Enigma, notes that although
the present record distance for this kind
of communication between particles is
144 km. (89 miles), ‘physicists don’t really
doubt that it would also work from Moscow to Manhattan. According to quantum theory, this should happen across
the universe.’
Rosenblum, who claims to have met
Einstein in the 1950s and John Bell in
the late ‘80s, adds, ‘What quantum
mechanics is saying is that there’s an
interconnectedness to the universe. For
big things, it’s not demonstrable: It’s too
complicated, too messy. But in principle,
it’s there.’
Yes, even big things like human beings.
According to Rosenblum, if two people
meet and shake hands, they are forever
entangled, but this entanglement is so
complicated that it can’t be observed.
After all, those two people have also
interacted with the floor, with the air,
etc., etc., etc.

When you consider the fact that human
beings are composed of subatomic
particles that are constantly sending and
receiving information, it seems worth
asking whether the kind of complex
entanglement Rosenblum describes
might be what’s going on backstage during certain types of synchronistic events.
If so, we probably needn’t bother trying
to figure out what that event ‘means’ or
‘why’ it happened – we’re dealing with
a system of connections so vast and
elaborate that trying to understand this
individual occurrence would be like trying to follow the path of a single thread in
a ball of string the size of Jupiter.
A 1978 experiment led by Dr. Jacobo
Grinberg-Zylberbaum of the National
Autonomous University of Mexico (later
replicated by neuropsychiatrist Peter
Fenwick of London) provided what may
have been a demonstration of quantum
entanglement on the macroscopic level:
Two test subjects were put in individual
electromagnetically isolated rooms,
and each subject’s brain was hooked up
to an electroencephalograph. One test
subject was then shown a series of strobe
light flashes, which produced a unique
brainwave pattern on the EEG. Strangely,
the same pattern appeared on the other
test subject’s EEG, although he was not
shown the flashes. When the first test
subject was given no stimulus, this correlation of brainwave patterns did not
occur, nor did increases in distance affect
the reproducibility of the experiment. In
reference to this experiment, theoretical
nuclear physicist Amit Goswami, PhD
has written, ‘I am convinced that the
transferred potential can be interpreted
as the effect of quantum nonlocal interaction effect between correlated brains.’
As noted in books by the likes of Brian
Clegg, Fritjof Capra and Gary Zukav
(as well as in the regrettably New Age-y
film *What the #$*! Do We (K)now!?), the
findings of quantum mechanics more
and more frequently confirm notions
previously associated exclusively with
mysticism. One of the latest enthusiasts
of such discoveries to come into public
consciousness is French physicist Bernard
d’Espagnat, who was announced as the
n 3,000 birds in motion, no collisions.
PATRICK NERI/DIGITAL LIGHT/NEWSCOM
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winner of the $1.4 million 2009 Templeton Prize, the world’s largest annual
award to an individual, on March 16.
According to the award’s organizers,
d’Espagnat’s work in quantum mechanics
affirms a spiritual dimension of existence:
Mysteries such as entanglement have led
the scientist to perceive an interconnectedness and wholeness to the universe and
a ‘veiled reality’ underlying space, energy
and matter.
Rosenblum, too, has had his paradigm
remodeled by the ‘quantum enigma.’ ‘To
me there’s no question: It changes your
worldview,’ he states. ‘Even if you don’t
know it, the worldview that everybody,
including physicists, lives with is Newtonian: It’s the real world; everything has a
cause. Oh, yes, there’s some randomness,
of course, but basically, things separate,
and one thing doesn’t influence the other.
Hey, we know the Newtonian worldview works, but ultimately, we know it’s
flawed. Does that affect you spiritually?
Some people say yes.’

Meta-Metaphysics

Strike a mounted tuning fork that produces the pitch of A, and its oscillations
will cause another mounted A tuning
fork in the same room to vibrate ‘in
sympathy.’ Though this probably would
have seemed magical to pre-scientific
societies, physics tells us that these forks
are connected by the air particles that
surround them, and that one responds to
the other because of a shared overtone.
That doesn’t mean that such activity isn’t
amazing – it simply means that there’s an
explanation for it. Similarly, if someone
who had never been exposed to television
saw the same program coming through
two different TV sets, he or she might
be baffled as to how information could
‘travel’ so quickly from one television to
the next, never suspecting much there
was a bigger picture.
Perhaps enigmas like entanglement and
synchronicity will eventually be demystified in this way, and we’ll find that they
only seem weird to us because of our
somewhat primitive perspectives (‘primitive,’ of course, being relative to what
lies ahead). For now, when we encounter
such mysteries, it might be useful to
think of ourselves as third-century folks
confounded by the riddle of the tuning

In Synch
All over the globe, we see a tendency of organisms and even inanimate objects to
synchronize with each other. One of the most intriguing examples of this principle is
entrainment, which is believed to be nature’s way of conserving energy. Entrainment
was discovered in 1665 by Dutch scientist Christian Huygens, who found that if you
put several grandfather clocks whose pendulums are swinging out of synch with one
another in the same room, their pendulums will be moving in time with each other
within a day or two.
Entrainment exists within the animal world as well: Through the phenomenon of
collective motion, groups of organisms such as flocks of birds, schools of fish, swarms
of insects and colonies of bacteria move as a single body. In a more romantic vein,
there are multiple instances of synchronized courtships, such as when groups of male
fireflies in Southeastern Asia flash their lights on and off in perfect synchronization to
attract females, or when frogs or crickets ‘serenade’ potential mates in unison. Recent
research at Cornell University has also revealed that while mating, mosquitoes synchronize the frequencies of the beats of their wings (400 Hz for the female and 600 Hz
for the male) into a ‘male/female’ harmonic of 1200 Hz.
In human biology, we see the principle of synchrony at work in both the locking
menstrual cycles of women who live together and in the activity of pacemaker cells
(the cells that control a person’s heart rate): When two pacemaker cells are in close
proximity to each other, they quickly fall into rhythm with one another, building and
releasing charges in unison.
By analyzing a film of children on a playground at lunchtime, a graduate student
working under the supervision of anthropologist Edward T. Hall found another
example of synchrony in the human realm: Kids all over the playground were unknowingly moving in rhythm with each other, as if dancing to the beat of a song. Similarly,
by analyzing films of people in conversation, Boston University School of Medicine
psychologist William S. Condon noticed that the listeners’ bodily gestures were in
perfect synchrony with the speakers’ voices. Stranger still, when he hooked up pairs
of people in conversation to separate electroencephalographs, he found that the brainwaves of people engaged in ‘good’ conversation oscillated ‘in harmony’ with each
other. Similar experiments have revealed that the brainwaves of attendees of church
sermons and students listening to lectures generally oscillated in synch with those of
the speaker, and that only when this kind of brainwave entrainment occurred was the
class or church service perceived as ‘good.’ Such data convinced Condon that human
beings are not ‘isolated entities sending discrete messages to one another,’ but rather
are participants within ‘shared organizational forms.”

forks. These tuning forks don’t have some
mutual destiny or some message for each
other, and there’s no specific ‘meaning’
to the fact that one causes the other to
vibrate; rather, we’re face-to-face with
some kind of connection we don’t yet
understand.
As I hammer these last words into my
laptop at a coffee shop, the sight of a man
walking through the front doorway is jolting the three women at the table behind
me from their discussion of the archetypes
that Wagner’s music evokes. ‘What an
amazing coincidence!’ one of them shouts
to the man, who, it turns out, has some
kind of profound connection to Wagner.
‘Were your ears burning?’

I could speculate here about people’s
brainwaves entraining at a distance,
about these people resonating in sympathy with each other by way of a ‘shared
overtone’ (the thought of Wagner) or
some such ‘spooky’ thing, or I could simply categorize this as yet another coincidence (one of many that have intersected
with my awareness since I began writing
this piece). Instead, I think I’ll follow my
own advice and leave such questions to
be answered in the future, when scientists
and mystics alike are ready to abandon
certain dearly cherished beliefs, and
humanity is ready to see beyond boundaries that, as Wilson pointed out, exist
solely in our minds.
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W

hile Volkswagen has never
made any secret of the
fact that it is gunning for
Toyota’s position as global
top-dog in the new car sales market, its
most blatant shot at the Japanese company yet has arrived on New Zealand
shores.
The Amarok is Volkswagen’s first
attempt at making a ‘proper’ ute and
is unashamedly aimed squarely at the
Toyota Hilux.
And why not? If you are one of the
most successful vehicle manufacturers
in the world and you are entering a new
segment, of course you are going to aim
high. Take out the biggest, toughest and
smartest kid in school on your first day
and you’re gonna make an impression…
And the Volkswagen Amarok certainly
does make an impression. In fact, while
the first thing you notice about the Amarok may well be its rugged, squared off
good-looks, a close second will definitely
be the sheer, massive size of the thing.
The Amarok is big, but then so is the
opposition. The Hilux, Nissan
Navara and Mitsubishi
Triton have all grown
dramatically larger over
their last few respective generations, and
the new Ford Ranger
and Mazda BT-50
due later in the year
will also balloon up
to the same massive
proportions. But trust
me when I say, even
by these standards, the
Amarok is big…

HIS/action
Slightly bigger all round than the previously mentioned Toyota-built vehicle and
the widest ute on sale in New Zealand,
the Amarok, like the Navara, makes no
swoopy-styling attempts (like the Triton)
to hide its size, reveling in simply being
big. And manly, never forget the value of
being manly in the ute market.
So Volkswagen have the looks right –
big and chunkily handsome, the Amarok
has the kind of looks that will be equally
suited to getting caked in mud as it
pounds across the farm as it is to sitting
on sparkling, twenty-inch chrome alloys
out the front of a cafe in Ponsonby.
But what about the handling? After all,
it is an old-school style ute with a ladder
frame chassis and rugged leaf spring rear
suspension – not the easiest thing to get
handling and riding well. And it is their
first attempt after all…
Well, actually, first attempt or not, they
also have the handling and ride very right
indeed.
On the road, the Amarok simply
obliterates the Toyota. And most other
competitors in the ute market to be
completely honest. Its combination of a
fine ride and sharp handling is simply
unmatched in the segment.
Tip the Amarok into a corner and it goes
into it like, well, a Volkswagen. Which is
a startling achievement when you think
about it – Volkswagen has made its first
(and very large) ute handle like one of its
cars: confident, agile and enjoyable.
Ride comfort is top notch as well.
Allowing for a bit of jiggliness around the
rear, simply because it is an empty ute,
the Amarok still has a supple, classy ride
that easily outclasses the rest. Only the
Nissan Navara comes close in terms of
ride quality, but still falls behind in terms
of handling.
The 2-litre turbo engine pulls strongly
for a four-cylinder with such a “small”
capacity. Small for the segment, that
is – it is considerably smaller in capacity
than the competition, with most boasting big, lazy 2.5 or 3-litre four-cylinder
units – but with 120kW it is not far off the
pace for power and with 400Nm it outtwists everything aside from the brawny
Mitsubishi Triton (407Nm) and Nissan
Navara (450Nm).
The 120kW engine features in the fourwheel drive models – a $56,000 standard

version and a $61,500 specced-up Highline – as well as a rear-drive version of
the Highline that clocks in at $49,500. A
90kW/340Nm version of the same engine
appears in an entry-level rear-drive
model, which kicks off the Amarok range
at $43,500.
Off the tarmac, the big VW is every
bit as competent. Well, almost every bit.
While it is capable of some extraordinary feats thanks to its clever electronics
– such as idling up an impossibly steep
slope without any input from the driver
(that is, feet off the clutch AND accelerator) – it is those very electronics that
sometimes hamper the Amarok in real
world off road situations.
Clever electronics that insist they know
best are all very well and impressive, but
there are some situations, especially off
road, where good old gut instinct is still
necessary and the intervention of the electronics sometimes goes counter to that.
Still, the Amarok’s capabilities will still
probably far exceed the demands of the
majority of its buyers in an off road situation anyway and it’s startling on road
ability more than makes up for small
electronic annoyances off it.
The Toyota Hilux has been the top dog
in the ute market in New Zealand pretty
much since the dawn of time, so is this
incredibly impressive newcomer from
Volkswagen likely to knock it off its perch
any time soon?
Probably not. At least, not anytime
soon.
Even if traditional ute buyers takes to
the Amarok – and early signs do look
good – a number of things will hamper
the VW, at these early stages at least.

Firstly, a lack of a vast and sprawling
dealer network to service the Amarok
around the country may limit its appeal
in rural areas. Volkswagen’s New Zealand
importers, European Motor Distributors, are working flat out to expand the
number of service centres around the
country, but telling a Man Of The Land
down in Aria that his nearest service
centre is “only” in Hamilton may put him
off somewhat…
The other limiting factor will no doubt
be availability.
Demand for the Amarok in left-handdrive markets has been high, delaying the
launch of the RHD version until now. And
then only in double cab manual form.
New Zealand is pretty much dominated by the automatic transmission and
while it is not so much of a problem in
the ute market, where traditional buyers (read: farmers and tradesmen) will
happily buy manual, the increasingly
important lifestyle buyer wants auto. And
the traditional buyers may well be put off
by the lack of service centres… see where
I’m going with this?
But this will only be a temporary problem, because before the end of the year
Volkswagen will introduce single cab
models and an automatic transmission.
So will that then see the Amarok making
a serious dent in Hilux sales? It certainly
has the impressive abilities both on and
off road to do it, but the Toyota badge on
the nose still holds a lot of goodwill and
the Hilux is still the default choice in the
ute market. Add in the fact that Volkswagen certainly won’t be offering the massive discounts that Toyota do, and that
may well be harder to overcome…
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Stadium operators V-Base were unable
to guarantee repairs required for the stadium
structures and the playing surface could
be completed in time
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Red stickered
It was the decision everyone was dreading, but there was a
sense of inevitability when Christchurch was stripped of its
World Cup glory days on March 16th. Chris Forster gauges
the sporting impact of the February 22 earthquake

I

t turned from flickering hope into
stark reality. When the grim announcement came on Wednesday afternoon,
March 16 – Cantabrians, South Islanders
and the rest of the sympathetic nation took
the medicine, rather than launch into bitter
resentment.
The city’s CBD is a write-off, the hotel
industry’s been crippled and the stadium
itself needs millions of dollars of repair
work. The AMI Stadium turf’s more like
a golf fairway than an international playing surface, parts of the grandstands and
walkways have cracks and there’s plenty of
the now-familiar subsidence surrounding
the facility.
The plans to save Christchurch from the
RWC axe were fanciful at best. It would’ve
involved cruise ships moored near the
cracked facility at Lyttelton Harbour to
house the hordes of foreign fans. There was
talk of a battalion of boutique beer and
wine tents erected around the central city
to siphon off cash from the big-spending
English and Australian rugby visitors.
But really the city never stood a chance of
retaining its 5 pool games and 2 quarterfinals. There was simply too much at stake for
the stake-holders.
The Rugby World Cup Limited partners
made the call a couple of hours after Interna-

tional Rugby Board officials arrived in the
city to inspect AMI Stadium and pore over
the structural and environmental reports.
It was two days out from a governmentsanctioned Remembrance Day for the
victims and residents of the Garden City’s
worst natural disaster. It was also the day
before Prince William jetted into town on
a goodwill trip representing the Queen.
Christchurch is after all a very English city.
Stadium operators V-Base were unable to
guarantee repairs required for the stadium
structures and the playing surface could be
completed in time. Ironically in a stadium
branded by AMI Insurance, there was no
cover for the pitch, and the government’s
had to pitch-in.
The omni-present aftershocks were also
part of the equation.
IRB Chairman Bernard Lappaset tried
to cushion the blow with phrases like “our
hearts go out Canterbury fans” and “we
know that many Cantabrians are passionate
about rugby and we know that many wanted
to remain as a way to unite and heal their
shattered city.”
But all he could offer as consolation of
working with tournament partners into a
number of initiatives “to be part of our Stadium of Four Million”.
The fact Auckland automatically got the

HIS/action
two plum quarter-finals set down for October 8 and 9 would’ve
been secretly galling to many locals. Although it seems the
earthquake, pain and suffering have knocked a lot of that oneeyed parochialism out of the most hardcore Red-and-Blacks
supporters.
There will be a financial lift for those two knockout games
shifting north to the national stadium of Eden Park, with
guaranteed 60-thousand seat sell-outs. That’s 21,000 more than
Christchurch could’ve managed.
But any windfall for a tournament that’s certain to run at a
loss, will be offset by the moving of most of the five pool games
to smaller provincial venues.
Three of those will be in the South Island, probably one each
for Tamara, Invercargill and the country’s newest stadium in
Dunedin.
That’s the one with a roof that the conservative locals railed
against, but now looks like a stroke of genius. The tattered old
bloke that is Carisbrook’s sitting there as a standby in our most
southern city, if the Forsyth Barr construction across town fails
to meet a rather tight deadline.
England was to have been based in Christchurch for the pool
games. Rugby Union as they still call it in the auld country is
blessed with arguably the best and richest travelling supporters
in the world. It’s still an upper-class public school sort of a game
there and the 2003 World Champions are shaping as the biggest
threat for the big southern three of New Zealand, Australia
and South Africa. They were to have played Argentina at the
renamed Stadium Christchurch on the September the 10th – the
second day of the tournament, and one of the biggest games
of the preliminary competition. Ten days later it was qualifiers
Georgia, a test unlikely to have filled up Stadium Christchurch.
The pay off for the South Island may yet be a shift of England
to the comfortable and well accommodated base of Queenstown
with a reasonably comfortable bus trip to the nearby metropoli
of Invercargill and Dunedin.
The Wallabies who are coached by one of Canterbury’s favourite sons in Robbie Deans have a reasonably challenging Pool C
game against Italy – which is now tipped to go to either Wellington or North Harbour Stadium.
These are uncertain and worrying times for the organisers too, underlining the central role Christchurch was to have
played at RWC 2011.
The Crusaders are the fabric that drives Canterbury and New
Zealand rugby. The franchise is the winningest in Super Rugby
history, and has delivered a string of world-class players in
recent years.
Players like Richie McCaw, Daniel Carter, Kieran Read and
Robbie Fruean not to mention adopted sons like Sonny Bill
Williams and Israel Dagg …players who will be critical to the
All Blacks chances of lifting the World Cup in October.
It speaks volumes to coach Todd Blackadder’s resilience and
his troops’ impressive ability to deal with hardships, that they
convincingly won the first three games after the quake struck
before the second round of the Super 15.
Then there’s a visionary and pragmatic CEO by the name of
Hamish Riach.
He absorbed the quake and the damage done in the week of

the tragedy – asked for the game against the Hurricanes to be
cancelled (with 2 points to each side) and organised a couple of
successful road trips to the region’s northern outpost of Trafalgar Park in Nelson.
In these times of heavy financial losses for provincial sides an
idea was floated to organise a money-spinning “home” game at
the England home of rugby, Twickenham.
It looked a long shot, the media were sceptical, and initial
plans were turned down because of a clash in dates with domestic rugby in London. But the Sharks took the bait, and ran with
it. The travel for them was a pain but the time zone from South
Africa up to northern Europe, is exactly the same.
England’s RFU was understanding and accommodating,
and in the end an historic match was organised for March 27.
Rugby’s community has proved it can care in the 20-10s.
Turns out when rugby types across the world are troubled,
it’s not just about lining pockets and creating millionaires. It’s
about heritage and pride too. In some ways the gestures are a
throwback to the kinder, less cynical amateur days, before Jock
Hobbs led the game out of the dark ages and into the professional era in the mid-90s.
Despite the hardships and being forced into a nomadic schedule they are still the best New Zealand chance of winning the
new-look competition. If the Crusaders can triumph through
the adversity and lift the Super 15 trophy on July the 9th, it will
be one of the great rugby stories.
It could even rival the World Cup that follows 2 months later.
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Moira knew that the other expenses
included rates, maintenance and insurance.
It was just not possible to economically
balance a residential rental budget
at today’s prices
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Solution simple, but hard

S

ummer was now a distant
memory; the days were now noticeably shorter, not to mention cooler.
Jim and Moira had thoroughly enjoyed the
long warm days, mostly tempered by the
prevailing westerly which seemed to get up
in the afternoon. Moira especially enjoyed
watching the kite surfers from their balcony
overlooking the beach. Some days it seemed
that the kite surfers outnumbered the sail
boats. They certainly gave the impression of
being faster.
This summer was not dissimilar to those
past, they enjoyed playing happy families
with their extended kinfolk and the visits
from their wide number of friends and
acquaintances seemed to outnumber previous years. Jim and Moira shared a gregarious nature and a deep sense of community
spirit. They had a reputation of helping their
fellow citizens and none were turned away.
In the early days when times were tight
they devised a simple system which enabled
them to get by financially. They simply spent
less on their outgoings then they earned in
income. This philosophy forced them to be
creative. Moira learnt how to become imaginative in the kitchen. Instead of buying pies,
she made them from scratch. Her baking
skills became legendary in the neighbourhood. Jim contributed to their situation by
growing their own vegetables. At harvest
time, they developed a habit of sharing their
produce with their neighbours.
Over the years they continued to develop
the skills they were forced to learn out of
necessity. In addition to living by the golden
rule of spending less than one earned, Moira

also learnt the first rule of interest. Those
who understand interest collect it and those
who don’t, pay it. With her encouragement,
they utilised every spare bit of change to pay
down their mortgage.
Once the mortgage was extinguished Moira
discovered the second and more important rule of interest which is often called
the eighth wonder of the world, compound
interest. Jim and Moira struggled at times
to understand the fiscal methods utilised by
their friends. They would often hear stories of
missed mortgage payments and repossession
of cars and TV’s, yet they just kept to themselves and helped out with offers of home
baking and excess vegetable harvest.
Inevitably, Jim and Moira’s simple
approach to managing their finances led
them to a life of prosperity which did not
go unnoticed. They would often receive
requests for assistance. Many of the early
requests were for loans and straight hand
outs. Moira would never entertain these
requests. She offered instead to help with
budgeting and was never surprised to discover that their friends had what she called
“a zero balance bank account”. What went in
went out.
Over time, Moira became renowned as
much for her cooking skills as for her fiscal
management abilities. Jim especially enjoyed
it when the two came together. This afternoon was one of those occasions.
Janet was the second daughter of their
neighbour on the south side. She had married Michael about six years ago and moved
north. Michael had a secure job and they
were expecting their second child. They

HIS/action

were down visiting for the anniversary long weekend. Michael
wanted to fast track their financial position but Janet was not so
sure of his plans and she had told him about how Moira helped
people with this type of thing. She got him to agree to at least
arrange a visit when they next went down to visit her parents.
Moira knew that the only way they could get a mortgage in
the first place was with the assistance of Janet’s folks.
Jim had the table set up in the conservatory for afternoon tea
and had suggested to Janet and Michael that they should come
over when the baby was having his afternoon nap. Because
the conservatory faced due north, it captured the heat of the
afternoon sun and the temperature inside belied that of the cool
autumn day.
Once they were settled, Moira set about finding out about
the child’s progress and the new location they had settled into.
She then steered the conversation to how they were coping
financially and this gave Michael his opening to explain how he
wanted to lever the unused equity they had in their home to buy
a rental property. He also hinted that he did not want to stop at
one either.
Moira let Michael espouse his theory of how they could get
tenants to pay off the rentals and they would be basking on easy
street in the not too distant future.
Moira had heard the story before and simply picked up her
pen and ruled a single line down the centre of the pad that was
conveniently on the table. She asked Michael the approximate
price of the rental property he was considering. He planned to
start small and suggested a price of $300,000.
Moira’s next question was how much rent did he expected
to receive? About $300 a week. Moira did a rough calculation
in her head and wrote down that the rental would generate
approximately $15,000 worth of income.
Now on the other side of the page she said she would like to

list the expenses that such a venture could incur. Knowing that
they intended to borrow the full purchase price Moira estimated the mortgage repayments would equate to approximately
$2,200 per month or $26,000 per year.
Before she went on Moira noticed the look on Michael’s face
and she could tell that he had not bothered to do this simple calculation. Janet had earlier indicated that
they had a zero balance bank account and
this confirmed it.
Moira knew that the other expenses included rates, maintenance and insurance. It was just not possible to economically
balance a residential rental budget at today’s prices. At current
income levels tenants could not afford to pay more rent and for
some bizarre reason house prices were staying stubbornly high.
Moira’s only comment was that now was possibly not a good
time to buy into the residential rental market as the potential
outgoings exceeded the known income. This violated her first
rule of finance, spend less than you earn.
Instead of being disheartened, Michael picked up that they
were in the presence of learned wisdom and ask the obvious
question of what they could do to improve their fiscal position.
Jim could see a relieved smile come across Janet’s face as Moira
went on to explain to Michael the first golden rule of finance,
learning to spend less than you earn.
A copy of Peter Hensley’s disclosure statement is available on
request and is free of charge.
Copyright © Peter J Hensley April 2011.
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HIS/gadgets
Epson WorkForce 60
For 12 consecutive years, the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has
called upon Epson printers to swiftly
print thousands of flawless, borderless,
color credentials, most recently for the
recently-held 83rd Annual Academy Awards
Ceremony! What else is great about the
Epson WorkForce 60 inkjet printer?
Fast colour or black printing at up to 38ppm,
4 individual ink cartridges, two-sided
printing for reduced paper consumption
and wireless connectivity – 802.11b/g/n
WiFi for fast, cable free & shared printing!
Available now at $179 RRP inc GST.
www.epson.co.nz

HTC HD7
You want big blockbusters. And super-sized sitcoms. And gigantic
games. For the entertainment guru in you. Bask in the glory of a 4.3
in capacitive touch screen. Pop out the kick stand and watch all day.
An intuitive OS system from Microsoft. No clutter. Just the stuff you
want, placed exactly where you want it. So you can spend more time
being you. The super fast processor optimizes HiFi sound. Put on the
headphones for Dolby surround sound. Shoot video and photos with a
5 MP Camera with auto focus and flash. Upload and share instantly.
www.htc.com

Touch Mouse
The Touch Mouse’s multi-touch technology puts you in
control with graceful slips and slides across the surface
of the mouse, rather than clunky points and clicks. It
transforms the way you work with Windows, so you
can flick to quickly scroll and pan, or gesture to zoom,
navigate, and manipulate content. Because the Touch
Mouse features BlueTrack Technology, it works better than
virtually any other mouse on just about any surface – the
sofa cushion, glossy counter top, rough wood bench –
you name it. Connect wirelessly through the USB nano
transceiver for a 10-foot range.
www.microsoft.com
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SensoTouch 3D
Our most advanced shave yet, the SensoTouch 3D
RQ1290CC shaver gives you the ultimate shaving
experience. The GyroFlex 3D system follows every
contour of your face and shaves every hair in just a few
strokes with its UltraTrack heads. GyroFlex 3D contourfollowing heads adjust seamlessly to every curve of your
face, minimizing pressure and irritation on your skin.
www. philips.co.nz

Parrot
Asteroid
It embeds an ANDROID operating
system that leads it to a new world
of possibilities in the automotive
environment such as Internet applications
and geolocation thanks to its 3G and
GPS connectors: Internet radios, music
streaming radios, points of interests
or navigation services. Several
applications will be proposed by
Parrot along its product life.
www.parrot.com

breo Neptune
Engineered to deliver
the highest quality listening
experience, the breo Neptune
range delivers excellent sound
reproduction satisfying even the most
critical of listeners. It features 44mm
power drivers, soft leather touch
earcups, soft leather touch headwrap
pad. Comes with carry bag and
free breo audio keyring
www.breo.com

Suunto Core Extreme Edition Everest
The Suunto Core Extreme Edition Everest is a
limited edition collector’s watch that features
Apa Sherpa’s engraved signature on the back.
Apa Sherpa is a legendary mountaineer and
Suunto Ambassador who holds the record for
reaching the summit of Mount Everest 20 times –
more than any other person. The Core Extreme
Edition Everest has the same great features of
the popular Suunto Core, but is fashioned in black
and orange for a sleek, special edition style.
www.suuntowatches.com
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WORDS BY CRAIG CROSSMAN/MCT

I

’m always on the lookout for
something that’s really different.
DARTech has cooked up a clever software product that begins with the already
popular technologies of MP3 music files
and recordable CDs. Next they added in
ripping, the ability to read music tracks
off of CDs and convert them into wave
or MP3 files. To complete the recipe, they
tossed in a really innovative technological twist inspired by the popularity of
karaoke. The result is DART Karaoke
Studio, a program that literally lets you
remove the performing artist’s voice
from most any recording.
Anyone who has tried to sing along
with a favourite song knows it’s no fun
competing with the person whose voice is
on the track. You can buy karaoke songs,
but they’re usually either classics or songs
that have been out for a while, and they’re
usually not arranged like the recording
artist’s version. And because they take
time to produce, you won’t find a karaoke
version of a newly released hit.
But with Karaoke Studio, you don’t
have to wait for anyone. Just pop any
audio CD into your computer’s CD-ROM
drive, press the DeVocalizer button on
Karaoke Studio’s control panel, and the
singing virtually disappears. The DeVocalizer works on MP3 files as well. The
only requirements are that the original
recording be in stereo with the artist’s
voice coming from the centre image.
Most are.
The level of success regarding vocal
removal depends primarily on how the
recording was made. Results vary from
total vocal removal to a slight residual
echo. But even with an echo, your singing
along usually masks it or it’s perceived as

Whatever format
you select,
Karaoke Studio
supports you from
start to finish
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a reverb effect. The echo also makes for a
slightly audible sing-along guide that can
help improve your performance style and
phrasing, or at the very least assist you in
mimicking the original artist’s interpretation of the song.
For the technologically minded,
Karaoke Studio removes the vocals by a
process known as destructive interference. You may have seen or heard of other
products that use this method such as
electronic car mufflers and headphones
that cancel out airplane and construction
noise. By putting one of the left or right
channels out of phase from the other,
any centre image sound that is on both
channels is cancelled out. Usually this
process results in a loss of bass, but Karaoke Studio tweaks the sound by letting
you adjust the amount of phase balance,
filtering out only the vocal frequency
ranges and adding extra bass.

After using the Remix feature that lets
you add your own voice to the recording,
you can burn your own CDs with Karaoke
Studio’s recording feature. Or create a new
MP3 file with your voice for uploading to
computers around the world. Whatever
format you select, Karaoke Studio supports you from start to finish. You can
even type in the lyrics and watch them
appear on the screen in synchronization
with the music. Imagine the fun as you
send your singing CDs to friends and family, unleashing MP3 files of you singing the
newest hits to computers everywhere. Clay
Aiken, eat your heart out.
Karaoke Studio sells online for
US$49.95 and requires Windows. A
professional version that lets you create
actual karaoke CDs that work in most
karaoke machines, along with visual
cuing of the lyrics, is available for $199.95.
www.dartpro.com

iPAD 2 – A ‘MUST HAVE’
WORDS BY TROY WOLVERTON/MCT

S

ome critics will tell you
Apple’s new iPad 2 isn’t all that
different from the original. They’re
right, but the differences still matter. This
is the iPad I plan to buy – and I bet I’m
not alone.
As expected, the iPad 2 is thinner and
lighter than the previous model, with the
same basic size and shape. As rumoured, it
includes faster chips, but many consumers
probably won’t notice the difference. And,
as has been long anticipated, it includes
front- and rear-facing cameras and Apple’s
FaceTime video calling software.
Indeed, the only real surprises about
the iPad 2 were arguably negative ones.
Apple ignored suggestions from analysts such as yours truly to cut the iPad’s
price. And the widespread rumours that
the new device would include an ultrahigh-resolution display like the iPhone 4
turned out to be false; the iPad 2 will have
basically the same screen as the original.
With the new iPad, Apple is rolling out
a new version of the iOS software that
powers it, but changes to the software are
likewise incremental. Apple is not changing its app-centred home screen interface,
adding new gesture-based commands
or overhauling its annoyingly intrusive
notification feature, despite indications
that such changes are in the works.
Despite all that, I still want the new
iPad, though I haven’t had a chance to
test it yet, so I could change my mind. I
really liked the first iPad but held off buying one. But the cameras and FaceTime,
for me, put the second one over the top.
I loved that the original iPad was as

easy and pleasurable to use as my iPhone
but had a much bigger screen. I loved
surfing the Web on it, checking e-mail
and watching videos.
But one of my few disappointments was
that it couldn’t make video calls. Such
a feature was rumoured for the original
device and, after Apple included it in the
iPhone 4 just months after the original
iPad launched, it became clear that Apple
would most likely add it to the iPad soon.
My family is fairly spread out. We see
my parents at most four times a year and
my sisters far less often.
Fortunately, my parents and now my
younger sister have the iPhone 4, which
includes FaceTime. Thanks to a succession of loaner devices from Apple, I’ve
been able to actually see my family –
including my niece, whom I’ve never met
in person – much more regularly than I
would otherwise. It’s been great.
I know; we could have been making video calls years earlier using our
computers. But for a variety of reasons,
that never worked out in my family. By
making video calling easy and tying it to
a device that my family members always
have with them, FaceTime changed that
situation.
Having enjoyed FaceTime on the
iPhone and iPod touch, I’ve been eager to
make video calls on an iPad, figuring its
larger screen and bigger size would offer
a better experience than on the iPhones
and iPods.
I’m betting I’m not the only one who will
be drawn in by the camera. Apple has sold
millions of FaceTime-compatible devices

since it launched the iPhone 4 last year. The
more that are sold, the more likely you’ll
know someone who has one – and will
want to be able to connect with them.
At least in the short term, the other
new features of the iPad 2 are mostly
what one might think of as checkbox
items. Among those who concentrate on
specifications, the new features help keep
the new iPad competitive with the slew of
new tablets heading for store shelves.
For example, Motorola, Research In
Motion and Hewlett-Packard have been
making a lot of hay about the fact that
their new or upcoming tablets, unlike
the original iPad, will include speedy
dual-core processors. But with the iPad
2 also having a new dual-core chip at its
heart, that’s no longer a distinction. The
addition of a gyroscope and the ability to
send high-definition video to a television
further help the iPad 2 match features
with the other new tablets.
Meanwhile, the new iPad retains some
big advantages over its would-be rivals.
Even without a price cut, it remains the
best priced tablet on the market. No other
tablet can offer anywhere close to the
number of applications – now numbering
about 65,000 – specifically designed for
the iPad. And few competitors yet offer
the combination of a 10-inch screen and
10-hour battery life.
The Pad 2 may not have every bell and
whistle some people were expecting. It
still costs more than I’d like. And I would
like to play around with it a bit to make
sure it’s every bit as neat as I expect it is.
But I’m pretty much sold.
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WORDS BY SEBASTIAN BORTNIK

P

hishing attacks have grown
steadily in recent years, becoming a highly profitable occupation for cyber criminals. How successful
are they? Unfortunately, too successful.
In response to a recent phishing attack
overseas, ESET Latin America’s Laboratory investigated the effectiveness of the
attack.
“This was a classic attack: it started
with an email on behalf of a high-profile
Latin American bank with the subject
“WARNING – INACTIVE CREDIT
CARD!” Through classic social engineering techniques, the victim was lured into
linking to a web page where they were
asked to provide their bank account data.
Once the victim entered the required
information, they were informed that the
alleged account activation was successful.
“After detecting the case, we alerted
the bank about the attack. Five hours
later, the site was shut down. It is noticeable that this phishing form in particular
was very poorly designed, with no major
graphical innovations or care for a better
user deception.
“Now, how effective is a phishing attack
that lasts for five hours? Let’s find out…
upon analysis of the directories, we found
that the data files with the victim’s information were recorded on the phishing
server along with IP address and date and
time of the access. Analysing the text file
with the data of the victims we found that:
•• The first access to the site was on January 20 at 10:01 pm. The latest registered
access was on the same date at 15:24
pm. Therefore, the attack lasted just
over five hours.
•• During those hours, 164 people
accessed the phishing site, which
indicates an average of about 30 people
per hour; therefore, there is a potential
victim every two minutes.
•• Out of the 164 participants, 35 entered
valid credit card data, which indicates
an effectiveness of 21%: one out of every
five people who accessed the web site
provided their sensitive data.
As it turns out, phishing is still a very
effective form of attack. Even using
simple and dodgy-looking sites and hav-
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WARNING – INACTIVE
CREDIT CARD!
ing short life cycles for the attacks, cyber
criminals manage to get enough data
from users to profit from their attacks
(just multiply the number of credit
cards by, say $50, and we’re talking good
wages). These attacks will continue to
emerge and the growth is in part due to
the user’s lack of knowledge. It is essential that punters are aware of phishing to
avoid being victims to these deceptions.
Why do people fall for these scams?

How obvious are these scams? For those
in the technology world, it seems almost
childish to be fooled by social engineering trap or to enter your financial details
into a web site. However, is that really so?
How obvious is a phishing scam or other
such trap?
If the trap isn’t part of your ‘knowledge
base’, you just wouldn’t know. Just like a
mouse is unaware that the piece of cheese
in the middle of a trap will lead to death.
Everything, after all, is about knowledge.
Would the mouse go to the cheese if it

knew it was a fatal trap? Probably not.
The key is education: providing information and knowledge to the users. Most
security professionals have learned that
ignorance is the main enabler for attackers. Most victims of scams do not even
know about their existence or the risks
involved until it is too late. If any user
enters sensitive information into a phishing form, it is likely that they are not even
aware of the term ‘phishing’.
Threats are obvious only when they
are present in our knowledge. Because
they change from day to day there is
no implicit obviousness, just an ever
changing scenario of cyber threats. So
the best way to supplement the technology provided by your security provider
is through information. So thanks for
reading and be careful.
Hacked together by Chillisoft NZ from
various sources, blogs and ramblings
including Sebastian Bortnik, Awareness
& Research Coordinator, ESET
Latinoamerica

we protect your digital worlds
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his can result in less oxygen and
nutrients being delivered to muscle
groups and organs, particularly
in times of physical exertion. This can
impact on our lives in various ways.
Commonly people feel less energetic;
many just feel like they are slowing
down. Some find it takes longer to do
the things they do every day.
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Of Gods and Men

O

f Gods and Men is a thrilling adventure of the spirit.
Austere yet provocative, this is not only a film about
faith, it also has faith that the power generated by
complex moral decisions can be as unstoppable as any runaway
locomotive.
Directed by Xavier Beauvois and based on the true story of a
profound life-and-death crisis faced by nine French monks in a
monastery in Algeria’s Atlas Mountains in the mid-1990s, Of Gods
and Men has been nothing less than a sensation in its native France.
The film won the grand jury prize at Cannes, the festival’s
second highest honour, and has been nominated for 11 Cesars,
the French Academy Award, including best picture, director,
screenplay, cinematography and a trio of acting nominations.
Beauvois, whose last film was the little-seen but excellent crime
drama Le Petit Lieutenant, has accomplished all this not by
pandering to the audience or sensationalizing Etienne Comar’s
thoughtful script. Rather, he’s taken the opposite approach and
trusted rigor and restraint to be his most effective tools.
Though it works up considerable dramatic heft, Of Gods
and Men is careful to start quietly, choosing to emphasize, in
Caroline Champetier’s luminous
cinematography, the
Starring: Lambert Wilson,
tranquil setting of the
Michael Lonsdale
Cistercian monasDirected by: Xavier Beauvois
tery in the remote
Rated: PG-13
Algerian community
Opens in cinemas: 1 April
of Tibhirine.
Running time: 120 minutes
The film also
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emphasizes from the start how well the monks, who are unmistakably there to do service, not proselytize, fit into the town’s
Muslim community. Benevolent but never paternalistic, they
are invited to family celebrations, enjoy easy relations with the
local religious leaders and, in the form of brother Luc (the veteran Michael Lonsdale), provide minimal but essential medical
care.
We meet all the monks eventually, but the one who makes the
biggest impression, aside from Luc, is Christian, who has been
elected by the others to be their prior, or leader. As played by Lambert Wilson, best known to American audiences for his role as the
Merovingian in the Matrix films, Christian is forceful and articulate. He’s someone whose clear sense of what the monks should be
doing drives the action and makes him seem both sure of himself
and, at times, intransigent and unwilling to compromise.
This scene setting is impeccably done, and along with it
comes the sense that, humble and unassuming though it may
be, these monks and villagers are living in a paradise on earth.
As is the case with all paradises, however, it is inevitable that
there will be a shattering fall.
The first intimations of this are reports that a girl in a nearby
town was stabbed on a bus for not wearing the hijab, or traditional Muslim head covering. The local imam is as horrified as
the monks at these stirrings of Islamic fundamentalism, declaring “the world’s gone mad.”
Then things come closer to home, and we watch as a gang of
terrorists led by the implacable Ali Fayattia (Farid Larbi) slaughter a group of Croatian construction workers whose only crime is
that they are not Muslims. A visit to the monastery by Ali and his
men underlines that despite all that has gone before, the life-ordeath threat to the Christian monks could not be more real.
Of Gods and Men compellingly examines the ways the
monks, simultaneously men and men of God, deal with this
stark change in their reality. Though their dilemma can be
framed in the simplest terms – should they stay or should they
go – the factors they have to consider make the decision are
extraordinarily complex.
For one thing, staying would mean accepting military protection from a government the monks are not in sympathy with.
But leaving would mean abandoning the village that considers
them “the branch on which we perch.”
In addition to these factors, issues of personal responsibility, of religious vocation, of how you lead your life, loom
large, leading to crises of faith that are different for each of the
monks. Is leaving prudence or cowardice, is staying protecting
the flock or committing collective suicide? There are no easy
answers to questions like these, and the film has the grace not
to pretend otherwise.
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Defining New Zealand
IN SEARCH OF ANCIENT NEW ZEALAND

By Hamish Campbell & Gerard Hutching
Penguin, $50.00
When one goes walking on a hill
or a mountain it seems solid and
permanent. The feeling is illusory
because over time either the movement of tectonic plates or volcanic
eruption disrupts the apparent calm.
Some 83 million years ago a landmass
called Zealandia broke off from the
“mother ship” of Gondwanaland, and
the foundation for a future island
mass called New Zealand began. As
recently as 20,000 years ago there
was no Cook Strait. Taupo has erupted a staggering 120 times
– on average, once every 1000 years – which makes you wonder
why we go camping there. Hopefully, there will be warning
rumbles before the next blow up.
A great deal of current geological theory has had a hard road
to hoe to get accepted. For instance, when David Christoffel told an earth sciences audience in 1970 that one side of the
Southern Alps had moved 480 kilometers in relation to the
other he “was almost laughed out of the theatre”. Plate tectonics
was a fledging science then and hadn’t been accepted the way it
is now. Another surprise from this pioneering era was the discovery that the sea floor is made of basalt and is a mere 180 million years old whereas portions of the land are 3.8 billion years
old. By contrast, New Zealand’s most ancient rocks are some
500 million years old, originally part of the oldest continent on
the earth, called Ur.
New Zealand is a land rich in fossils, particularly marine fossils. But no account of fossil discovery would be complete without mention of Joan Wiffen, who discovered the first dinosaur
bones in New Zealand. In 1975, she and her husband unearthed
the tail bone of a Cretaceous Therapod, a sort of mini Tyrannosaurus Rex weighing half a ton. And let us not forget Brendan
Hayes who discovered New Zealand’s only Jurassic dinosaur
bone. Jurassic ammonites have been widely studied in New
Zealand by such fossil luminaries as Graeme Stevens, Gerd
Westermann, Neville Hudson – and Jack Grant-Mackie, commonly regarded as our leading palaeontologist.
In this wide and extremely detailed survey, the Chatham
Islands feature prominently. A treasure trove of Late Cretaceous dinosaurs were discovered there in 2006. The Chathams
are older than mainland New Zealand. They house Eocene
limestones (which contain other fossils not found on the main-
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land), and were the site for Ernest Dieffenbach’s pioneering
excavations back in 1842.
Now for the grand drama – unlike Atlantis which reputedly
sunk in a single day – the continent Zealandia sunk slowly over
a period of 60 million years. Some of the limestone formations like the famous pancake rocks at Punakaiki were only
shallowly immersed and rose again when a portion of Zealandia resurfaced some 23 million years ago. Thus, compared
to ancient Australia, we live on a new land. This exhaustively
researched fully illustrated book would make an ideal text book
for schools.

A TINGLING CATCH
Edited by Mark Pirie
HeadworX, $35

The reviewing of a book of cricketing
poetry by someone who doesn’t play
the game, should prove an interesting
challenge. Like everyone, I am familiar with cricketing metaphors – stuck
on a sticky wicket, clean-bowled,
stumped, middle wicketed, run out,
and so forth. The English language
owes a lot to cricket – more than to
any other game possibly. It is, after
all, the quintessential English game.
And up until recently we were a very
English society. I am sure long after we become a republic, we
will still be playing cricket.
Cricket’s local poetic origins can be traced over 150 years
reaching back to Pember Reeves and Thomas Bracken and
beyond (thereby preceding football) and the range of poetry
as noted by expert editor Pirie, ranges from “rhyming verse, to
free verse, and open forms, to haiku (Japanese forms), to limericks and remakes of well-known stage and pop songs.” This
wide poetic catchment enables Pirie to include the relatively
recent ballads of Jim Tocker and the more up to date poems of
Tony Beyer or Murray Edmond.
On the basis of this selection, our most prominently featured
local cricket legend is the great Richard Hadlee, rated by some as
the greatest fast bowler of all time. He is celebrated in Ian Donnelly’s straightforward, “A tribute to R J Hadlee,” in Robin McConnell’s more sophisticated, “the intense disciple: Richard Hadlee
shade and light” as well as in Pirie’s “At Lords”. Pirie felt compelled
to remind our Australian cousins of our bowling star when Lillee
was mentioned – though cricket lore has it that Hadlee modeled
himself on Lillee, so the two are inevitably linked.
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Being of an older generation, I remember Bert Sutcliffe most
strongly. Sutcliffe was said to be the world’s greatest left hand
batsmen and is acclaimed in one of Pirie’s poems as “our Bradman”. The compliments don’t come higher than this. Sutcliffe
showed his true mettle by returning to the crease with his head
bandaged after an injury and proceeded to score 80 with fellow
batsmen Bob Blair whose fiancée had died that weekend. The
“right stuff” is the phrase that springs to mind with these two
stalwarts.
One of the finest poems is the “The Batsman” by Brian
Turner (brother of famed cricketer Glenn Turner):
A notable presence is absent from the room,
I am told, demands a relief in the famous
as a possibility. His boots lie on the floor
of the wardrobe, their whiteness
fading, grass on the sprigs.

But possibly – and curiously – my favourite in the selection
is “gasometer/ponsonby’”by David Mitchell. Like so many of
the contributors, Mitchell is more famed as a poet than on the
pitch but was recognised as a player of promise when at school
and remained a keen cricketer until recent times. Unlike most
of the contributors, Mitchell is typically interested in what is
happening on the sidelines, off the pitch, as it were. In this case,
three meths drinkers:
Their hair as matted as the warp
of destiny that brought them here
their faces taut and blasted dry
as lava welt on scoria.
It may not be cricket but it’s a vivid exploration of what’s
going on just wide of the field. Poignant, cheerful, openformed, this collection celebrates all aspects of the game – even
those beyond the boundaries.

THE BUSINESS
Reviewed by Tish Wells
Willful Blindness: Why We Ignore
the Obvious at Our Peril
By Margaret Heffernan
Walker & Co., NY (304 pages, $39.99 at MightyApe)
In Willful Blindness journalist and businesswoman Margaret
Heffernan asks, “Why, as individuals, companies and countries,
do we so regularly look at the mirror and ask how, ‘How could we
have been so blind?’ “
When she asked people about the concept of ‘willful blindness,’ they gave examples on their own – abuse, divorce, Ponzi
schemes, subprime mortgages. “Almost everyone mentioned the
Iraq war and global warming: big public blunders caused or exacerbated by a reluctance to confront uncomfortable facts.”
She was first introduced to the term when writing a play for the
BBC on the failed energy company, Enron. The legal description
for the term “willful blindness,” as described by the judge, was:
‘You are responsible if you could have known, and should have
known, something that instead you strove not to see.’ In the case
of Enron, (Chief Executive Jeffrey) Skilling and (Chairman Kenneth) Lay could have known, and had the opportunity to know,
just how rotten their company was.”
Heffernan has deeply researched her topic and uses numerous examples to illustrate her point in the twelve chapters.
Each chapter – Dangerous Convictions, Just Following Orders,
Bystanders, Love is Blind, De-Moralizing Work, Cassandra –
elaborates on an aspect of ‘willful blindness:’
In “The Ostrich Instruction,” Heffernan uses the myth that an
ostrich buries its head in the sand when danger is nearby to show
how people often deny problems exist. “John Hawk isn’t a priest;
he’s a dermatologist at St. Thomas’s Hospital in London. When

he sees skin that has been damaged by the
sun, he asks his patients whether they’ve
been sunbathing. ‘You get the most extraordinary vehemence from people who’ve been
using a sun bed constantly. They’re prepared to shout at me, insisting they are not
harmful.’... Thousands of people don’t want to know that tanning
is bad for them and that tanning beds can kill them.”
Willful blindness can stem from familiarity, a “skein of decisions that slowly but surely restrict our view. We don’t sense our
perspective closing in and most would prefer that it stay broad
and rich. But our blindness grows out of the small, daily decisions
that we make, which embed us more snugly inside our affirming thoughts and values.... We think we see more – even as the
landscape shrinks.”
In “Cassandra,” Heffernan writes of those who have gone
against the blindness, the segmentation, confronted the problems
and initiated change. For their deeds, they can be punished in
the court of human opinion. Do they feel that it was worth it?
Joe Darby, who gave the Abu Ghraib photos to his superiors,
says “I’m not the kind of guy to rat somebody out. I’ve kept a lot
of secrets for soldiers. ... But this crossed the line to me. I had to
make the choice between what I knew was morally right and my
loyalties to other soldiers. I couldn’t have it both ways.”
He’s now been relocated under a new identity because some in
his hometown consider him “a traitor.”
At the end of the last chapter, “See Better,” Heffernan concludes, “We make ourselves powerless when we chose not to
know ... As all wisdom does, seeing starts with simple questions:
What could I know, should I know that I don’t know? Just what
am I missing here?”
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music
latest releases | reviewed by chris philpott

A tale of two Kings

Chris Phillpott gets doubleminded about Radiohead,
singleminded about the Decemberists, and puts
Bruno Mars out of mind
Radiohead

The King Of Limbs
It’s commonly thought that Radiohead vocalist Thom
Yorke is the primary creative influence behind the
band – but while he is solely responsible for almost all
of the group’s lyrics, and at least partly responsible for
the musical direction of the five-piece from Oxfordshire, England, it’s perhaps more accurate to describe
Radiohead as a collaborative effort between all five
members.
However, it’s hard to argue that Yorke is the mastermind behind an album like The King Of Limbs,
especially when it sounds so much like his 2006 solo
album The Eraser.
The first few bars of “Bloom”, the eclectic opening
track from the group’s latest effort, give the impression that it might have been a knock-off from sessions
for Yorke’s solo debut.
As the singer wails his opening lines, “Open your
mouth wide / A universal sigh”, the feeling that we’ve
heard it all before doesn’t dissipate.
Things shift into gear with later tracks “Morning
Mr Magpie” and “Lotus Flower”, both of which are
the album highlights, more conventional tracks that
drive the album along, but it simply isn’t enough to
shake that familiar feeling.
Lucky for us The Eraser is a fantastic album, as is
The King Of Limbs. Highly recommended.

The Decemberists

The King Is Dead
Originally formed to back singer-songwriter Colin
Meloy, The Decemberists are a group who have
remained largely undiscovered by a mass audience.
Unfortunately that probably won’t change with The
King Is Dead.
Not that Meloy and his band of folk musicians will
care – they’re far too busy making nostalgic music
that evokes an older generation of folk artists.
The King Is Dead – much like 2008’s The Hazards
Of Love – is definitely reminiscent of the group’s
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impressive array of influences, ranging from Neil
Young on opening track “Don’t Carry It All” to Bruce
Springsteen acoustic rock on first single “Down By
The Water”.
For the most part it works, though it could be
argued that by evoking so many big names – Bob
Dylan is another who frequently comes to mind here
– the group have actually hurt their own chances of
creating a truly original piece of work.
However, The King Is Dead is still an enjoyable
listen, partly thanks to that nostalgic sound, and
partly thanks to input from REM’s Peter Buck, whose
trademark guitar work is heard in places, and folk
artist Gillian Welch. It’s not perfect by any stretch,
but certainly still worthy of a listen on a quiet Sunday
afternoon.
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Bruno Mars

s

Doo-Wops & Hooligans
You can find out everything you need to know about
Doo-Wops & Hooligans by perusing the lyrics to the
chorus of opening track, and most successful single,
“Grenade”:
“I’d catch a grenade for you / Throw my hand on
a blade for you / I’d jump in front of a train for you
/ You know I’d do anything for you / I would go
through all this pain / Take a bullet straight through
my brain / Yes, I would die for you, baby / But you
won’t do the same.”
Even if we put aside the sheer absurdity of the
situation proposed in these few lines and move on
to second track “Just The Way You Are”, where Mars
sings of how amazing his girlfriend is, we can only
conclude that the singer must be a love-struck teenage
boy who just got dumped.
Sadly, the truth is that Mars is in his mid-twenties,
and this is a pop album tailor-made to appeal to teenage girls. I’m sure that it will do extremely well within
that demographic, but if you’re outside the age of 10
to 16 years old, and/or male, I strongly recommend
avoiding Doo-Wops & Hooligans at all costs.

BRING IT HOME WITH EPSON
Bring all the excitement of the big game or the latest blockbuster movie home with the Epson TW3600.
Boasting Full High Definition 1080p resolution and 3LCD technology, the TW3600 delivers larger-than-life image quality like no other.
With the TW3600 your High Definition viewing experience is so real, its just like being there.... all in the comfort of your own home.
For more information on our 1080p projectors visit www.epson.com.au or www.epson.co.nz
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consider this

The contempt in which MPs as a whole
are now held is largely well-deserved.
Some undoubtedly enter Parliament to

amy brooke

make a difference
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Failure, incompetence or scandal

W

e are, as a democracy, in
deep trouble. One would
have to be a far Right or Left
ideologist, an ever-wedded National, ACT,
Labour Party or deep Green supporter not to
realise this. The Maori Party, so successfully
involved in deal-making with the now compromised and discredited National Party
doesn’t make any pretence of being part of
a democracy. Furthermore it plans to hijack
a possible new constitution – not a move
coming from the country itself, but one very
much politically motivated. This party’s selfinterest and machinations against majority
New Zealanders to gain as much power,
wealth, concessions and special treatment
for its very few, radicalised fellow travellers,
is not even supported by majority Maori.
One-eyed party supporters are not those
who win elections. It is uncommitted New
Zealanders who decide these, reluctantly
forced to look at what has happened to the
country since their last efforts to throw out
this present government’s damaging predecessors and to work out whether leaving in
National, its equally, if not more damaging,
successor will be the lesser of two evils – or
whether it is more urgent to teach National a
well-deserved lesson. Invariably, because of
their feeling of powerlessness, their knowledge that nothing they can say and do in
between elections makes any difference to
politicians with the bit between their teeth,
most New Zealanders now find it painful to
face the political, social, and economic realities of the mess in which successive governments have landed our country.
The writing is on the wall of course,

worldwide, against the hijacking of democracy. New Zealand is no exception and
change is on its way, although it will not
happen overnight. However our strictly
apolitical, non-aligned non-interest group
movement – 100 Days – Claiming Back New
Zealand – www.100days.co.nz is already
gathering momentum. The essential factor
of this initiative is that it is so very simple,
so very achievable, in spite of what will be
vigorous and determined opposition from
most MPs. But nothing on the political
scene has the force of an idea whose time
has come. And come it will. The most stable,
highly individual and successful democratic
country in the world, conservative in the
best sense – that of the Swiss people – finally
added this brilliant, and, in hindsight, so
very obvious provision to their constitution, 160 years ago. In spite of the fact that
they had arguably the oldest democracy of
all, they decided that too much power still
remained in the hands of politicians. Hence
the scrutiny period they demanded before
any law passed by Parliament could be put
into operation. Their reserving the right
to say yes or no, for the Swiss themselves to
make the final decisions, has turned out to be
that country’s greatest asset.
In contrast, I was very much struck at an
annual Summersounds Symposium by the
insistence of two right-wing politicians that
New Zealanders shouldn’t be allowed to
make the decisions of the day which affect
them. Under discussion was the man-made
global warming rort, where a former MP
said that, listening to both sides of the
debate, he couldn’t make up his mind – even
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though he thought he did more reading on such issues than
most other MPs. Most in fact do not read even highly important
material to any great extent. Their crowded meetings; travelling;
electorate demands; dealing with, let alone reading mountainous correspondence; family obligations, trips abroad negate this
possibility.
Nor are we largely dealing with reflective, well-educated,
well-read, practical individuals. What characterises most MPs
is that they are persuasive talkers with that facility with words
described as fluency, “the most dangerous gift of all”, more
commonly known as the gift-of-the-gab and found particularly
among ex-teachers, academics, ambitious local farmer-politicians, economists, traders, media personnel. Contrast these
with those running small businesses, employing others – (and
increasingly overloaded with government-imposed compliance
costs) – the very lifeblood of the economy – together with the
working and middle-class, the professions, mother and fathers – doing the
actual hands-on work.
The contempt in which MPs as a
whole are now held is largely welldeserved. Some undoubtedly enter
Parliament to make a difference.
How long that lasts can be seen by
the former MP mentioned above still
insisting that only MPs should decide
the country’s laws. No, he didn’t have a
clue which side was right on this issue,
but boasted that he was “a good party
man”.
In fact he was a yes-man, keen to
remain within the circles of power
even if it meant doing as he was told
by a party leader with an agenda of
his or her own. And we have moved
from the frying pan, exchanging the
damagingly autocratic Helen Clark
for the equally autocratic, if smarmier
“sexiest male politician” John Key who
apparently views women according
to whether they are “hot” and shows
an inappropriate degree of self-esteem for an individual with
so limited a background. Key compelled concerned National
MPs to do as they were told in relation to the infamous antismacking legislation and our hugely damaging Emissions Trading Scheme with its fake “science”. Now, in spite of previously
pledging not to proceed with the appallingly undemocratic
Marine and Coastal Area Bill – if most New Zealanders were
against it – he apparently had no intention of keeping his word.
“Two-faced” is the description of a former fan.
Is it any surprise that political columnist Tracy Watkins can
write; “It is so rare for MPs and ministers to leave in their prime
that the questions (re Simon Power’s abrupt departure from
politics) were understandable. The wheels out of the Beehive
are usually greased with failure, incompetence or scandal.“ She
could have added or well-oiled, with promises of lucrative positions, directorships on board, diplomatic postings, key positions

in corporations. Yet taxpayers, barely making ends meet, are
obliged to pay for the rest of their lives for former MPs’ perks
and air travel concessions – such as those of the wealthy, wellconnected, much-travelled businesswoman Jenny Shipley, to
take one example. Where is the fairness in these arrangements
that sanctimonious, arguably greedy parliamentarians managed to contrive as their due to compensate for their supposed
unemployment after Parliament?
So many New Zealanders would like to have believed in the
free market concept, knowing the reality of the oppressive Left
throughout the 20th century. However, realisation has come
that no, a rising tide it doesn’t lift all boats; that corporate capture of the market invariably works against and even destroys
small businesses; that the multi-million-dollar handshakes
which chief executives of big corporations award themselves are
no more justified than the fact that America’s 74 richest citizens

n NZPA/Ross Setford

receive more income than the bottom 19 million; and that the
financial crisis showed the world that the move rightwards in
these last two decades has produced as much corruption as its
former lurch left.
A pox on both their houses sums up most New Zealanders’
reaction to our major parties and their unprincipled wheelerdealing. However, those looking for a genuinely practical and
achievable way to reclaim our country from what has become a
political climate of self-interest can find it in the 100 Days movement. The alternative – giving up? That doesn’t sound like New
Zealanders …
© Copyright Amy Brooke
www.amybrooke.co.nz
www.100days.co.nz
www.summersounds..co.nz
http://www.livejournal.com/users/brookeonline/
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the question

matt flannagan

Christians can contend that a
perfectly good God was there during the
Christchurch earthquake. They can believe
that he allowed the devastation for an
ultimately good reason, even if that reason
remains opaque and mysterious to us
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Why does God allow suffering?
February 2011 “may well
be New Zealand’s darkest
day”; these were the words of
Prime Minister John Key in the aftermath of
the earthquake which devastated the South
Island’s largest city Christchurch. The death
toll is expected to be over 200, many more
have been injured, have lost property and
now live in fear of the next big one. Inevitably a question is posed to those, like me, who
have faith in God. Where was God that day?
Of course the person who asks this is not
literally asking where God physically was, he
is asking, why did God not prevent this from
happening? Why does God allow people to
suffer? God clearly, as an all powerful being,
can prevent suffering so why doesn’t he?
The question is ambiguous. Taken one way
it is simply a question which assumes that
God exists and asks for God’s reasons for
allowing a particular event. Taken the other
way it is a rhetorical question which hides
an unspoken argument that the existence of
disasters, like the Christchurch earthquake,
is evidence that God, most likely, does not
exist. In “God, Evil and Suffering” Daniel
Howard – Snyder notes,
[T]he theoretical “problem” of evil is
often expressed in the form of a pointed
question. God is able to prevent evil and
suffering and He would know about them
before they happened, right? Moreover,
since He is unsurpassably good, surely He
would not permit them just for the fun of
it. So why doesn’t He prevent them?
The sceptic notes two things; first that God
knows about and is able to prevent suffering. Second that God, being perfectly good,

would prevent this suffering unless he had a
good reason for allowing it, which HowardSnyder defines as “a reason that was compatible with his never doing wrong and his
being perfect in love”. This is the implicit
background to the question.
The rhetorical force of this argument is
powerful and its emotional appeal has a
strong pull, particularly on the back of an
horrific disaster. Nevertheless, many philosophers have found that when examined
rationally it has an important flaw. The argument establishes that if God exists then He
must have a good reason for allowing suffering. The sceptic is asking for an account
of these reasons. The assumption is that if
a believer cannot give a precise account of
God’s reasons then there probably are none. It
is this assumption upon which the argument
hangs or falls.
The problem is that this assumption is
questionable. Philosopher Alvin Plantinga
illustrates,
I look inside my tent: I don’t see a St.
Bernard; it is then probable that there
is no St. Bernard in my tent. That is
because if there were one there, I would
very likely have seen it; it’s not easy for a
St. Bernard to avoid detection in a small
tent. Again, I look inside my tent: I don’t
see any noseeums (very small midges with
a bite out of all proportion to their size);
this time it is not particularly probable
that there are no noseeums in my tent—
at least it isn’t any more probable than
before I looked. The reason, of course, is
that even if there were noseeums there, I
wouldn’t see ’em; they’re too small to see.
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And now the question is whether God’s reasons, if any, for
permitting such evils as [the Christchurch earthquake] are
more like St. Bernards or more like noseeums.
In his book The Reason for God: Belief in an Age of Skepticism,
Timothy Keller notes “we see lurking within supposedly hardnosed skepticism an enormous faith in one’s own cognitive
faculties. If our mind can’t plumb the depths of the universe for
good answers to suffering, well, then, there can’t be any! This is
blind faith of a high order.”
The sceptic suggests that if a finite human being with limited
factual knowledge, limited perspective in time and space and an
imperfect moral character does not know of any reason for why
suffering occurs then it follows that an all knowing, perfectly
good being cannot have any such reasons.
Philosopher William Alston has noted that the sceptic’s argument is like the person with no background in quantum physics
who, when he could not understand why the world’s best physicist held a particular view, decided that the physicist obviously
had no good reasons to hold it.
However, suppose this is the wrong approach; suppose that
the failure to provide an answer does mean that it is improbable
that one exists and from this that it follows that the existence
of God is improbable given the fact of suffering. What follows
from this? Nowhere near as much as you might think because
even if the existence of God is improbable on one fact it does
not mean that it is improbable per sé.
Plantinga notes that there are many beliefs that we hold to
which are improbable on some body of facts we acknowledge.
If I was playing poker and was dealt four aces in one hand I
would know that this was highly improbable given the number
of cards in the pack and number of possible combinations that
I could have been dealt yet I would still be rational in believing
that I was dealt four aces as I have other grounds for accepting
this; I can look down at the cards in my hand and see that I have
four aces in front of me.
It is well known that a belief can be improbable on one subset of facts a person knows and yet highly probable by everything that that person knows. For example, if I know my friend
is French and if it is a fact that most French people cannot swim
then my belief that my friend is a swimmer would be
improbable given the facts I am aware of. On the
other hand, suppose I know that my friend is a life
guard by profession and that all life guards, even
French ones, can swim. Then despite the fact
that a belief is improbable on the basis
of one set of facts, it is not necessarily
improbable on the whole.
In addition, the question needs to
be raised as to how well Christianity
performs regarding the existence of suffering relative to alternative views. Some
Philosophers have suggested that the
existence of suffering might also make
the non-existence of God improbable.
Here are some reasons why.
First, in order for suffering to
exist sentient life forms must exist.

However, there have been discoveries in contemporary physics which establish that a universe evolving life is extremely
improbable. For life to evolve there are around 15 constants
necessary, each must have precise values and if they were off by
a million or even one in a million, life could not evolve. Even if
some of these constants had differed by 1 in 10 to the power of
60 then life could not evolve.
Second, some of the worst forms of suffering have a moral
element. We experience suffering as evil, bad or unjust. But this
requires the existence of moral norms. Some raise the question
as to whether the existence of objective moral principles is likely
on a secular view of the world. Is it likely that in a universe
composed entirely of matter and energy that objective principles or rules could exist independently of any mind?
Finally, suffering can only exist if there is a universe; questions have been raised as to whether it is likely for a universe
to come into existence out of nothing or for a universe which
is radically contingent to exist without something eternal and
non-contingent sustaining it.
My point is not to endorse or reject these lines of inquiry; I
simply note it is not obvious that the typical secular view is any
more probable given the existence of suffering than belief in God
is. Even if we grant the argument that the existence of suffering
makes God’s existence unlikely, it does not automatically follow
that a secular perspective on the world fares any better. It could
be that the existence of suffering is improbable on both views. To
reject Christianity because of the existence of suffering and in
its place embrace a secular view of reality which faces the same
intellectual challenge would be arbitrary. Just as Christians have
to face the sceptical challenges that suffering presents to their
beliefs, secularists must also. Secularism is not true by default.
In conclusion, my response to the argument that suffering
makes God unlikely is as follows: first, the argument relies on
an assumption that is false or at any rate, an assumption that
no reason is forthcoming as to why a Christian should accept
it. Second, even if evil does make the existence of God improbable, one would need further argument to show that this meant
Christianity was irrational. One would need to show that God’s
existence was improbable on all the relevant evidence – not
just the mere fact of suffering. Finally, even if the sceptic could
do this it does not follow that a secular view of the world is
correct. It could be that the existence of evil is also improbable
on a secular view and hence, secularists are in the same boat
with regards to the existence of suffering.
Given this, Christians can contend that a perfectly
good God was there during the Christchurch earthquake.
They can believe that he allowed the devastation for an
ultimately good reason, even if that reason remains opaque
and mysterious to us; their doing so is not an obvious case of
cognitive dissonance or wishful thinking. This answer leaves
many questions unanswered; it does not remove the anguish or
the pain but it does address one very real intellectual question
that people ask precisely because of such suffering.
Dr Matthew Flannagan is an Auckland based analytic theologian
who researches and publishes in the area of
Philosophy of Religion, Theology and Ethics. He
blogs at www.mandm.org.nz.
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